MEMORANDUM
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE AGENCY
PLANNING SERVICES DIVISION
County of Placer
TO:

Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Steve Pedretti, Agency Director

BY:

Bennett Smithhart, Associate Planner

DATE: June 22, 2021

SUBJECT: Appeal of the Planning Commission’s Denial of the Matranga Height Variance
ACTIONS REQUESTED
1. Conduct a Public Hearing to consider an appeal filed by Kris Steward and George Phillips, Phillips
Land Law, Inc., on behalf of the property owner, Gary Matranga;
2. Deny the appeal filed by Kris Steward and George Phillips, Phillips Land Law, Inc., on behalf of the
property owner, Gary Matranga;
3. Uphold the Planning Commission’s decision to deny the appeal and to uphold the Zoning
Administrator’s decision to deny the Variance request; and,
4. Order conformance or removal of the nonconforming structure, subject to any applicable permits,
within 180 days of this decision.
BACKGROUND
The 9.8 acre site located at 7951 Wise Road is rectangular and developed with two residential units,
outbuildings, pasture, a horse barn, round pen, corrals and the subject covered riding arena. Wise Road
is on the south edge of the site, and a driveway extends north from the road to provide access to the site.
Agricultural and residential uses are located on adjacent parcels. The arena is part of a pre-existing
training facility complex that includes the horse barn, round pen, corral, and driveway access from Wise
Road. The area occupied by this complex has been used historically as a horse training facility.
In February 2020, the property owner
installed a 20,000 square foot (100 ft x 200 ft)
cover over the existing arena in the southcentral portion of the site north of Wise Road.
The arena cover consists of a prefabricated,
engineered truss-arch system of galvanized
steel tubing and cables manufactured by
ClearSpan. The truss system spans the
arena and extends downward to the railing on
the arena perimeter. The cover is made of
white polyethylene fabric that nearly covers
two sides of the structure with a nine-foot
above-ground opening for views into the
riding area. The other two sides of the arena
are open-air and uncovered. There are no
internal support posts for the cover. Interior
lighting is provided by fixtures that hang from
Figure 1: Subject horse arena structure.
the bottom of the cover. The lights are inside
with cone-shaped fixtures that direct the light downward. The height of the cover is 44-feet 2-inches (ground
to the outside (top) peak) and 40-feet 7-inches (ground to the inside (bottom) peak). According to the
appellant, the height of the cover was dictated by the width of the arena and requirements for the structural
load. The appellant is seeking approval of a Variance to keep the arena with a height of 44-feet 2-inches
where only a 36-foot structure is permitted.
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There is an active code compliance case (CE20-0063) on the subject property about the unpermitted horse
arena cover. The first complaint was received on February 13, 2020 and the initial Notice of Violation was
sent on February 26, 2020. A total of 11 complaints have been filed about the unpermitted structure.

Figure 2: Site Plan.

Location
Site
North
South
East
West

Adjacent Land Use Designation / Zoning / Improvements
Community Plan
Existing Conditions and
Zoning
Designation
Improvements
F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
Rural Estate 4.6 Two Residences,
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)
10 Ac. Min.
Accessory Structures
F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
Rural Estate 4.6 Single-family Residence,
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)
10 Ac. Min.
Accessory Structures
F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
Rural Estate 4.6 Single-family Residence,
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)
10 Ac. Min.
Accessory Structures
F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
Rural Estate 4.6 Single-family Residence,
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)
10 Ac. Min.
Accessory Structures
F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
Rural Estate 4.6 Single-family Residence,
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)
10 Ac. Min.
Accessory Structures

Applicable Sections of the Zoning Ordinance
Farm Zone Height Limitations (Zoning Ordinance Section 17.10.010)
The maximum height limit for structures within the Farm zoning district is 36 feet. An increase in height of
not more than five feet or ten percent, whichever is less, may be granted through an Administrative
Approval (Zoning Ordinance Section 17.60.105(A)(3)). An Administrative Approval would allow for a height
of 39-feet 6-inches, less than the 44-feet 2-inch structure.
Findings Necessary for Granting a Variance (Zoning Ordinance Section 17.60.100)
The Zoning Administrator, Planning Commission, or Board of Supervisors (Board) may approve, approve
subject to conditions, or disapprove a variance. Approval or conditional approval may be granted only
when the granting authority first determines the variance satisfies the criteria set forth in California
Government Code Section 65906 by finding that:
a. There are special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location or surroundings, and because of such circumstances, the strict
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

application of the Zoning Ordinance’s regulations would deprive the property of privileges
enjoyed by other property in the vicinity and under identical zoning classification.
The variance authorized does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with
the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district.
The variance does not authorize a use that is not otherwise allowed in the zoning district.
The granting of the variance does not, under the circumstances and conditions applied in
the particular case, adversely affect public health or safety, is not materially detrimental to
the public welfare, nor injurious to nearby property or improvements.
The variance is consistent with the Placer County General Plan and any applicable
community plan or specific plan.
The variance is the minimum departure from the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance
requirements necessary to grant relief to the applicant, consistent with subsections a. and
b., above.

AUGUST 20, 2020 ZONING ADMINISTRATOR HEARING
This Variance request was considered by the Zoning Administrator at its August 20, 2020 meeting.
Comments were received from 23 members of the public prior to the hearing, 13 in opposition and 10 in
support. The issues raised included the size of the cover, the glow of internal lighting of the facility, fire
concerns, aesthetics, and the benefit to the community. During the hearing, public comment was provided
by nine neighboring property owners or clients of the facility. Concerns raised by the public included
neighborhood compatibility and aesthetics. Supporters noted the inconvenience that reconstructing the
arena cover would cause.
In making its recommendations to the Zoning Administrator, staff made the necessary findings to support
the Variance for structure height citing special circumstances including the arena is existing, its proximity to
the horse stable, and the site’s restrictive topography.
At the conclusion of the staff’s presentation and after hearing public testimony, the Zoning Administrator
found no special circumstances applicable to the property such as location, shape, size, surroundings, or
topography. As a result, there were not any special circumstances that warranted the additional height. In
addition, the strict application of the Zoning Ordinance did not deprive the subject parcel of privileges enjoyed
by other properties in the vicinity and within the same zone. The Zoning Administrator determined that a
number of neighbor concerns regarding the color and material of the structure, the lighting, and brightness
of the structure were not relevant to the variance request and specifically stated these issues had no bearing
on his decision. After discussion, the Zoning Administrator determined that there was no information in the
record to support the height increase and therefore the Zoning Administrator was unable to conclude the
request was the minimum departure from the Zoning Ordinance limitation and denied the Variance.
On August 27, 2020, the appellant filed an appeal to contest the Zoning Administrator’s denial of the
Variance.
NOVEMBER 12, 2020 PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING
The Planning Commission considered the applicant’s appeal on November 12, 2020. Prior to the hearing,
staff received 31 letters from members of the public, 10 in support and 21 in opposition, to the variance
request. The correspondence mainly reiterated the concerns that were previously addressed including
aesthetics and neighborhood compatibility. Letters in support noted property rights and the inconvenience
that reconstructing the arena cover would have on users of the facility. At the hearing, County staff
presented the project, as well as the appellant, and comment was received from Planning
Commissioners. Two public comments were received during the hearing. Project site neighbor Shauna
Henson expressed opposition to the arena cover because of its lack of compatibility with the adjacent
community. Additionally, she stated that the cover as built will have a negative impact on property values.
Adjacent property owner Clive Delany said that the arena cover blocks the view of the Sierra Buttes from
his house and noted that other arena covers in the Ophir area appear to be much smaller, approximately
25-feet in height.
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At the conclusion of staff’s presentation, the appellants presentation, and after hearing public testimony,
commissioners deliberated on the request. Discussion included how the arena cover impacts the aesthetics
of the surrounding rural community, whether the modification of the structure would reduce visual impacts,
and whether the contractor should have ensured that the arena cover received proper County permits. After
the public comment period was closed, the Planning Commission considered the public testimony and
associated documentation it received and took action (6:1:1:0, Commissioner Moss dissenting vote,
Commissioner Cannon absent) to deny the appeal and to uphold the Zoning Administrator’s decision to
deny the Variance request.
LETTER OF APPEAL
On November 13, 2020, the appellant filed an appeal to contest the Planning Commission’s denial of the
Variance. The appellant’s statement of appeal and supporting materials are included as Attachment A
and Attachment B, respectively, to this report. The appellant’s submittal indicating reasons for the appeal
and explaining why the requested Variance should be approved by the Board are summarized below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The structure’s height is dictated by site conditions.
The height is reasonable and not significant.
The design of the structure provides benefits.
Relocation or modification of the structure is cost-prohibitive.
Findings can be made to justify the granting of a variance.

Each of the appellant’s assertions is addressed in detail below.
RESPONSES TO APPEAL
Staff has prepared the following responses to the items identified in the appeal letter.
1. The structure’s height is dictated by site conditions.
Appellant Statement
A pre-engineered cover system was selected instead of a traditional metal cover because the weight
of a metal cover would have necessitated blasting hard rock to accommodate footings. The preengineered cover uses a system of helical anchors drilled into the ground that require minimal site
work and no concrete foundation. As a pre-engineered system, the cover’s height is a function of the
arena’s width and structural load requirements.
Because the training complex (arena, horse barn, round pen) consists of a cluster of related and
dependent facilities in the south-central portion of the site that was pre-existing, it is not reasonable
or cost-effective to relocate the training complex to the north part of the parcel. To do so would
require moving or reconstructing the arena, horse barn, and round pen, and extending the access
roadway and parking past the primary residence to the north part of the site to allow patrons access
to the facilities. Relocating the training complex facilities to the north portion of the site is constrained
by undisturbed habitat and proximity to home sites to the west and north.
Staff Response
In the appeal letter, the appellant described in detail existing conditions of the subject property including
the location of the existing residence and the location of structures associated with the training facility.
The arena is near an existing barn and horse corrals and the type of facility built was selected for practical
reasons, however, this does not validate the additional height of the existing structure and these factors
do not meet the criteria for granting variances as set forth in Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning Ordinance.
Special circumstances applicable to support a variance include size, shape, topography, location, or
surroundings. The location of existing structures or facilities on site do not require the horse arena cover
to exceed the allowable height and therefore no special circumstances apply to this variance request.
If the property owner would have applied for a building permit, staff could have advised them of the
maximum allowable height. If any structural or foundation/soil issues existed, that most likely would have
come up during the building plan review and these issues could have been discussed and potentially
resolved prior to construction. As stated in the appeal, the property owner purportedly chose this horse
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arena type due to the presence of rock in the subsurface of the arena and its lighter footprint on the land,
as compared to a traditional foundation footing. However, the owner has not provided any geological
studies that show a traditional structure could not be accommodated, nor has the owner showed that
this structure was the only one that could be constructed on the site. Even if there were foundational
issues, the prefabricated structure is manufactured by ClearSpan. The company also makes many
smaller structures, including a 73’ wide prefabricated structure of the same style that has a height of 34’
9 5/8”, within the allowed 36-foot height requirement, as well as an 85’ wide structure that has a height
of 40’ 2 ½” (https://www.clearspan.com/products/profiles-fabric/). As a result, the applicant could have
chosen other prefabricated structures that would have fit within both the height requirement and any
claimed soil/foundational limitations. The appellant has not demonstrated that site conditions dictated
the excessive height.
Absent any extenuating circumstances that would justify a departure from the current Ordinance
standards, approval would grant special privileges to this property that are not available on a fair and
equal basis to other properties in the Farm zoning district.
2. The height is reasonable and not significant.
Appellant Statement
The arena is in the central portion of the site adjacent to Wise Road, which maximizes the distance
between the arena and nearby residential units. Agricultural-residential uses are located on adjacent
parcels. Nearby home sites are approximately 325, 680, and 1,420 feet west, east, and south of the
arena, which maximizes the distances between the arena and nearby residential units.
At distances ranging from 325 to 1,420 feet from the arena, the views from home sites are expansive.
Views include the arena cover, other residential structures and outbuildings, and landscapes in the
foreground and background. The 4’8” difference between the permitted height (39’6”) and actual
height (44’2”) of the cover is imperceptible from 325 feet, and even less at greater distances. The
requested height difference of 4’8” is de minimis in consideration of the following:
• Varying heights of existing agricultural structures in the Ophir area;
• Imperceptible difference in height from home sites on adjacent parcels;
• Reduction of nighttime light and glare as a result of the cover;
• Prohibitive cost to modify the cover or retrofit it to meet the height requirements; and
• Prohibitive cost to relocate the complex facilities to an undisturbed portion of the site.
Staff Response
The appellant contends that the structure is of a
reasonable height due to its similarity with
existing agriculture buildings in the Ophir area,
the imperceptible difference in height when
viewed from residences on adjacent parcels, the
reduction of nighttime light and glare as a result
of the cover, and the prohibitive cost to modify
or relocate the structure. Although these points
generally apply to the benefits of an arena cover
in an agriculture community, the Planning
Commission did not find that this was
justification for the height request on this specific
property.
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The Zoning Ordinance allows a maximum
height of 36 feet in the Farm zoning
district, for structures. The appellant is
requesting a 44-feet 2-inch foot tall
structure. This results in a 20.4 percent
increase (8-feet 2-inches) in height from
what the regulations allow.
The 8-foot 2-inch difference between a horse
arena cover that meets height standards and
the subject horse arena cover results in a
noticeable visual difference from neighboring
properties in the vicinity. Without the arena
cover, views from the surrounding landscape
typically consist of tree canopies, the Sutter Buttes and Sierra Nevada mountains, and intermittent
rooftops of single-family dwellings and
Figures 3 and 4: Arena structure along Wise Road.
agriculture accessory structures.
As
evidenced in photos submitted to the County from nearby residents, the horse arena cover is above
the tree line, thus making the cover visible from long distances. A 36-foot-tall horse arena cover would
better blend into the tree line and not likely be as visible as a 44-foot 2-inch cover. In addition, the
arena is 65 feet north of Wise Road. The additional 20.4 percent height is perceptible from the public
road.
3. The design of the structure
provides benefits.
Appellant Statement
A pre-fabricated cover was used over
the arena because a traditional wood
structure would have required
blasting of the hard rock to install
foundation footings. Before the cover
was added to the arena, pole lighting
illuminated the arena at night. When
the cover was installed, the pole
lighting was removed. The fabric
cover encloses the arena and directs
light downward, which reduces glare
compared to the initial condition
without the cover. The appellant’s
daily operations are complete, and
lights are off, by 8:00 pm.
Staff Response
The property owner’s choice of the
pre-fabricated cover versus the
traditional construction was made
based on the owner’s representation
Figure 5: Arena structure at night.
that there are rocks within the
subsurface of this property. The choice of a pre-fabricated structure would be a cost benefit to the
property owner and would not be considered essential to the construction of this arena cover. It is
common for construction projects in this region to require blasting of rocks, and as noted above, no
Geotechnical reports have been submitted to the County to confirm the presence of rock in the subgrade.
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Regarding the lights, even if the arena cover does reduce glare, the translucent fabric does produce a
glow that is visible to properties in the vicinity. According to area residents, the glow from the translucent
material is more impactful than the previous arena lights with no shielding. Although the type of material
was deemed essential to this project, the material type, even with benefits regarding light spill-over, does
not validate the Variance request and does not meet the criteria for granting variances as set forth in
Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning Ordinance. Special circumstances applicable to support a variance
include size, shape, topography, location or surroundings.
4. Relocation or modification of the structure is cost-prohibitive.
Appellant Statement
The original ClearSpan fabric cover, truss system, and installation cost approximately $320,000.
Uninstalling the existing cover and truss system and replacing it with a new truss system and cover
would cost more than the original installation, which would impose an oppressive cost burden on the
owner and be prohibitive.
Staff Response
The Variance application was submitted to correct an existing zoning violation and staff acknowledges
that there would be significant financial implications to the property owner if they were to remove, modify,
or relocate the arena cover. If the Variance is not granted, it would result in the removal or modification
of the existing arena, resulting in a financial hardship for the owner. The action to correct the violation is
not something that is of consideration when making variance findings. However, the cost of retrofitting
an unpermitted structure is not typically considered in a variance request. The Variance requested is
not created by the zoning regulations but arises from an action or desire of the appellant to keep an overheight structure.
The unpermitted construction of a structure does not validate the Variance request and does not meet
the criteria for granting variances as set forth in Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning Ordinance. Special
circumstances applicable to support a variance include size, shape, topography, location or
surroundings. An unnecessary hardship does not exist if the Variance request is denied because the
structure can be replaced or redesigned to comply with the regulations.
5. Findings can be made to justify the granting of a Variance.
Placer County Code Section 17.60.100, Variances, requires that all the following findings be made to
the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator or Planning Commission before granting approval of the
request. The appellant in their appeal letter made their case as to how each of the findings could be
met. Their assertions and staff’s response to each are presented below.
a.

There are special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location or surroundings, and because of such circumstances, the strict
application of this chapter would deprive the property of privileges enjoyed by other
property in the vicinity and under identical zoning classification.
Appellant Statement
From an initial conversation with the County, the appellant believed that ag buildings were
permitted in the Farm zone without the need for a building permit and constructed the arena
cover in February 2020. At the time, the appellant was unaware of the Zoning Code height
standard applicable to the arena cover. Agricultural structures (e.g., barns, silos, etc.) in the
Ophir area vary in height, and some older structures exceed the permitted height standard.
Reducing the structure’s height would entail uninstalling the existing structure and replacing it
with a new structure custom-designed with smaller trusses and steel tubing to support 36 feet.
It would not be possible to retool the existing system to a reduced height because the existing
structure is engineered for the arena’s width. The original ClearSpan fabric cover, truss system,
and installation cost approximately $320,000. Uninstalling the existing cover and truss system
and replacing it with a new truss system and cover would cost more than the original installation,
which would impose an oppressive cost burden on the owner and be prohibitive. Removing the
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existing cover and installing a conventional (not prefabricated) cover would also be costprohibitive.
Because the training complex (arena, horse barn, round pen) consists of a cluster of related and
dependent facilities in the south-central portion of the site that was pre-existing, it is not
reasonable or cost-effective to relocate the training complex to the north part of the parcel. To
do so would require moving or reconstructing the arena, horse barn, and round pen, and
extending the access roadway and parking past the primary residence to the north part of the
site to allow patrons access to the facilities. Relocating the training complex facilities to the north
portion of the site is constrained by undisturbed habitat and proximity to home sites to the west
and north.
Staff Response
According to the appellant, the property owner was not aware that permits were required to
construct the arena. Agricultural buildings or structures do not require a building permit when
they are: 1) located on any property of 10 or more acres zoned Farm (F), Residential Forest
(RF), Agriculture Exclusive (AE), or Residential Agricultural (RA); or 2) located on any property
under a contract pursuant to the California Land Conservation Act (“Williamson Act”), and 3)
when such property and building(s) are primarily used for agricultural purposes. The subject
property is under the 10-acre threshold, thus a building permit was to be obtained prior to
constructing the arena. If the property owner had submitted for a building permit, the excess
height would have been flagged and the construction plans returned for modification.
The Placer County Zoning Ordinance includes a variance provision for instances where special
circumstances applicable to the property, including location, shape, size, surroundings, or
topography, the strict application of the Zoning Code denies the property owner privileges
enjoyed by other property owners in the vicinity and under identical zoning districts. Any variance
granted is subject to conditions that will ensure the Variance does not constitute a granting of
special privilege(s) inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and
zoning district in which the property is situated.
The Placer County Zoning Ordinance has specific findings that must be made when granting a
Variance, the criteria is set forth in California Government Code Section 65906 and listed in
Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning Ordinance. The applicant’s stated special circumstances
include not being aware that an ag building in the Farm zone needed a building permit, not being
aware of the height standard, and the high cost of modifying the existing arena. None of these
qualify as special circumstances in the realm of variances.
There are no special or extraordinary circumstances applicable to the subject property that
prevents the applicant from complying with the maximum permitted height permitted in the Farm
zone. The special circumstances specified in Section 17.60.100 include size, shape, topography,
location or surroundings, and because of such circumstances, the strict application of the Zoning
Ordinance would deprive the property of privileges enjoyed by other property in the vicinity and
under identical zoning classification.
According to State law, a variance must be limited solely to the physical circumstances of the
property and is only for use in unusual, individual circumstances creating an unnecessary
hardship for the appellant if the usual zoning standards were imposed. A variance is granted to
bring the disadvantaged property up to the level of use enjoyed by nearby properties in the same
zone. The appellant has justified the location of the arena structure but has not provided
adequate justification as to why an arena could not be constructed to meet the 36-foot height
limit or provided evidence of special circumstances on the site that would justify a variance.
The topography, size and shape of the subject property is indistinguishable from adjacent
properties that have agricultural structures. The subject property has no physical site conditions
that create an insurmountable hardship. If the project site cannot be distinguished from those on
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surrounding lots, it eliminates a special physical circumstance for a variance. Furthermore, the
standard of hardship regarding a variance relates to the property, not the property owner.
Financial hardship, self-induced hardship, community benefit, or the worthiness of the project
are not considerations in determining whether to grant a variance.
The Planning Commission was unable to make the finding that there are special circumstances
or constraints on the site to support the Variance request. The strict application of the provisions
of the Zoning Ordinance would not be unreasonably limiting the use of the subject property and
does not deprive the owner the reasonable use of the subject property. The conditions found on
the 9.8-acre subject property are not unique to this property and do not require the additional
height requested for the horse arena cover which could be constructed at 36-feet in the current
location or elsewhere on the site without any relief from standards.
As such, the Planning Commission determined there is no exceptional or extraordinary
circumstance that applies to this site and could not make this finding.
b.

The Variance authorized does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with
the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district.
Appellant Statement
It does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with the limitations upon other
properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district based on the following unique features:
• Cover was constructed on existing arena. The arena cover was constructed over an
existing arena on the south part of the site.
• Arena is part of an equestrian training complex. Relocating the training complex facilities
to the north portion of the site is constrained by undisturbed habitat and proximity to home
sites to the west and north.
• Type of structure required a foundation compatible with rocky soil.
• Type of structure dictated height to cover arena. As a pre-engineered system, the cover’s
height (44’2”) is a function of the arena’s width and structural load requirements.
• Equestrian complex is at the lowest elevation of the property.
Staff Response
The development challenges presented by the appellant are not unique to the property but are
present throughout the Ophir area. Many properties in close proximity to the subject property
have agricultural structures in compliance with the regulations of the Zoning Ordinance. The
property owner is not deprived of rights afforded to other property owners in the Farm zoning
district. The arena has been constructed on the lowest and flattest portion of the property.
However, the slope on the site, less than five percent, was found by the Planning Commission
not to be a special circumstance or site feature that required a 44-foot 2-inch structure and
acknowledged that a 36-foot structure located on the southern portion of the site may even be
more visible.
The owner of the subject property will continue to possess and enjoy substantial property rights
possessed by owners of other properties in the vicinity and the Farm zone. The Variance is not
necessary for the owner of the subject property to develop the property for other principally or
conditionally permitted uses, similar to owners of other properties, and consistent with the
development standards by the Zoning Ordinance.
The site will continue to be used for residential and agricultural purposes as allowed in the Farm
zone. Requiring the removal or modification of the arena would not result in the inability of the
property owner to have an arena on the subject property. The height Variance, if approved,
would constitute a granting of special privileges inconsistent with the limitations placed upon
other properties in the vicinity and in the same zoning district. All other properties in the same
Farm zone are subject to a height limitation of 36 feet. Where relief is warranted, such relief must
be sought prior to construction of improvements.
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c.

The Variance does not authorize a use that is not otherwise allowed in the zoning district.
Appellant Statement
The proposed Variance would not authorize a use not otherwise permitted in the Farm-4.6-acre
minimum zone.
Staff Response
The horse arena cover is considered a residential accessory structure and is allowed in the F–
4.6 ac. min. (Farm, combining minimum Building Site of 4.6 acres) zone district. Granting the
requested Variance would not establish a prohibited use.

d.

The granting of the Variance does not, under the circumstances and conditions applied
in the particular case, adversely affect public health or safety, is not materially detrimental
to the public welfare, nor injurious to nearby property or improvements.
Appellant Statement
The addition of the arena cover improved land use compatibility because it reduced and diffused
nighttime lighting impacts. The 4’8” difference between the permitted height (39’6”) and actual
height (44’2”) is not distinguishable from nearby home sites.
Staff Response
The general intent and purpose of the Zoning Ordinance is to preserve and protect the health,
safety and general welfare of the community, to protect the character and property values of the
county, to protect the assets of the county and their economic value, and to maintain and
enhance the attractive nature of the community.
Whether a variance would be contrary to the public interest depends on the impacts that it will
have on the surrounding neighborhood and surrounding properties. The arena structure is highly
visible, located in the front of the subject property, 65 feet from Wise Road to the south and 55feet from the western property line. The structure does meet the required front and side setbacks
for agricultural accessory structures of 50 feet and 30 feet respectively.
The existing arena has been shown to be contrary to the public interest as it has been subject to
complaints from neighbors. While the appellant states the arena cover has reduced nighttime
lighting impacts, public commenters at the Planning Commission hearing noted that the arena
creates new light and glare and spoils views.

e.

The Variance is consistent with the Placer County General Plan and any applicable
community plan or specific plan.
Appellant Statement
The variance is consistent with the Placer County General Plan and Ophir General Plan because
the covered arena is compatible with the Ophir area’s agricultural-residential character and
surrounding properties. The proposed Variance would not authorize a use not otherwise allowed
in the Farm-4.6-acre minimum zone.
Staff Response
The requested Variance would not authorize a use not otherwise allowed in the Placer County
General Plan or the Ophir General Plan. However, the proposed Variance would not comply with
General Plan and Ophir General Plan goals and policies relating to agricultural uses and
agricultural structures. Numerous General Plan policies encourage continued and, where
possible, increased agricultural activities on lands suited to agricultural uses. General Plan Land
Use Policy 1.O.4 requires that new rural and suburban development be designed to preserve
and maintain the rural character and quality of the County.
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Ophir General Plan Land Use Goal 4 encourages continued and where possible increased
agricultural activities on lands conducive to agricultural uses. The adoption of the Plan by the
Board established the goals and policies that provide the guidelines within which decisions by
both the public and private sector are made. Development is required to be consistent with these
goals and policies. In the Plan’s Implementation Section, tools used to implement these goals
include “zoning and subdivision ordinances, building and health codes, and capital improvement
plans” (Ophir General Plan page 51). Since the arena structure does not comply with the Farm
zone’s height restrictions, the Variance would not be consistent with Ophir General Plan goals,
policies and corresponding implementation measures.
The property owner has chosen to undertake a project that exceeds County regulations without
any meaningful justification. Approval of the Variance request would substantially impair the
intent, purpose or integrity of the Placer County General Plan and Ophir General Plan.
f.

The Variance is the minimum departure from the requirements of this ordinance
necessary to grant relief to the applicant, consistent with ‘a’ and ‘b’ above.
Appellant Statement
No significant adverse impacts would result from the arena cover and granting the variance.
Staff Response
The maximum building height allowed in the Farm zone district is 36 feet and the appellant
decided to build an unpermitted arena cover that exceeds the maximum height provision. The
appellant would be eligible to apply for an Administrative Approval to construct a 39-feet 6-inch
tall arena, and taking that into consideration, the Planning Commission still determined that the
appellant’s requested Variance of 4’8” (over the 39-feet 6-inch that administratively could be
approved) was not the minimum departure from the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance
necessary to grant relief to the appellant.

The Planning Commission concurred with staff that the required findings may be made for criteria ‘c’ but
cannot make the findings for criteria ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘d’, ‘e’, and ‘f.’
PLANNING COMMISSION DETERMINATION
The Planning Commission determined that compliance with the Zoning Ordinance would not prevent
improvement of the property in a manner which is reasonable, customary and consistent with other
properties in the area including the ability to construct a lighted horse arena up to 36 feet in height. The
strict application of the maximum height requirement will not allow the owner to retain the arena as it
exists as preferred by the appellant, but it would allow an agricultural structure 36-feet in height. Absent
approval of a variance, the appellant would have to replace the existing arena or redesign/modify the
structure to reduce the height to 36 feet.
The height issue considered by the Planning Commission is not created by the Zoning regulations but
arises from an action of the property owner. The expense incurred in replacing or modifying the
improvement is a “self-created” hardship. The hardship results from the action of the appellant, not the
property itself, and is not a justification for a variance. An arena height that complies with Ordinance
standards could have been constructed in this location. The property owner did not apply for a building
permit believing such agricultural structures were exempt. The subject property is under the 10-acre
threshold, thus a building permit was to be obtained prior to constructing the arena. If plans had been
submitted for a building permit, the excess height would have been identified at that time allowing for a
modification of the building plan.
The issues raised in the appeal were discussed at length during the Planning Commission hearing and
after its deliberation, the Planning Commission found there were no special circumstances on the subject
property such as location, shape, size, surroundings, or topography that justified a variance to allow a
44-feet 2-inch tall structure. In reviewing the application materials, the physical attributes of the project
site, considering public testimony provided at the Planning Commission hearing, and correspondence
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received prior to the hearing, the Planning Commission determined the findings required to grant a
variance could not be made and denied the requested height Variance.
RECOMMENDATION
As detailed in this report, the Planning Commission found the appeal issues raised by the appellants are
not merited and the Variance request lacked the findings to support the request. As such, staff
recommends the Board uphold the decision of the Planning Commission and take the following actions:
1. Deny the appeal filed by Kris Steward and George Phillips, Phillips Land Law, Inc., on behalf of the
property owner, Gary Matranga; and
2. Uphold the Planning Commission’s decision to deny the appeal and to uphold the Zoning
Administrator’s decision to deny the Variance request, supported by the findings below; and
3. Order conformance or removal of the nonconforming structures, subject to any applicable permits,
within 180 days of this decision.
FINDINGS
CEQA
Denial of the variance is statutorily exempt from environmental review pursuant to provisions of Section
15270 of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 18.36.010 (G) of the Placer
County Environmental Review Ordinance (Projects which are disapproved).
VARIANCE
A. There are no special circumstances applicable to the subject property or the uses contained onsite
that would deprive the property of privileges enjoyed by other property in the vicinity and under
identical zoning, in that the development challenges presented by the appellant are not unique to the
subject property but are present throughout the Ophir area. The conditions on the subject property
are indistinguishable from neighboring properties that have height-conforming ag structures. The
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance do not unreasonably limit the use of the subject property, and do
not deprive the appellant the reasonable use of the subject property including the construction of a
height-conforming horse arena. There have been no changes to the circumstances between the
Variance denial date and today that would further justify approval of the project.
B. The Variance, if authorized, would constitute a granting of special privileges inconsistent with the
limitations placed upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zoning district. There are no
exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the subject site that do not
apply generally to other properties in the vicinity and within the Farm (F) zone. All other properties in
the same Farm district are subject to a 36-foot height limit. Due to the lack of special circumstances
on the property, granting a variance in this case would result in the owner receiving a special privilege
that is inconsistent with the limitation of other properties in the area.
C. The Variance requested would not authorize a use that is not otherwise allowed in the Farm zoning
district. However, it will set a precedent that can be used to validate similar variance requests in the
future.
D. The granting of the Variance would, under the circumstances and conditions applied in the particular
case, adversely affect public health or safety, is materially detrimental to the public welfare, and
injurious to nearby property or improvements, in that it has been shown to adversely impact the quality
of life to residents of nearby properties, is incompatible with the development of the surrounding
properties, and is not in harmony with the intent of the regulations for the Farm zoning district.
E. The Variance, if granted, would not be consistent with the applicable requirements of the Placer
County General Plan and the Ophir General Plan that call for new rural and suburban development
to be designed to preserve and maintain the rural character and quality of the County. Implementation
of the Ophir General Plan calls for compliance with the Zoning Ordinance and the Variance, if granted,
would be a departure from the height limits within the Farm zone district.
F. The requested Variance to allow a height of 44-feet 2-inches above grade, where 36-feet is typically
required, is not the minimum departure from the requirements of the Ordinance necessary to grant
relief to the appellant, consistent with Chapter 17.60.100 (D) (Action on a Variance) Placer County
Code.
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Attachment A – Appeal Submitted November 12, 2020
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Applicant – Phillips Land Law
Owner – George Matranga
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ATTACHMENT B
Matranga Variance
Appeal of Planning Commission’s Decision
November 12, 2020

Gary Matranga (Applicant/Appellant) appeals the Planning Commission’s decision of November
12, 2020, upholding the Zoning Administrator’s denial of the request for a variance to allow the height
of an existing horse arena cover at 7975 Wise Road.
Request. The Applicant requests a variance to Placer County Zoning Code (ZC) Section
17.10.010(E) to allow a 44’2” cover on an existing riding arena.
Location. The site is north of Wise Road, east of Krag Lane, west of the City of Auburn, and
northwest of Ophir. The site consists of APN 031‐370‐012‐000, and the address is 7951 Wise Road.
General Plan and Zoning. The General Plan designation for the site is Rural Estate 4.6 to 10‐acre
minimum, and the zoning is Farm ‐ 4.6‐acre minimum (Farm, combining minimum building site of 4.6
acres).
Site Setting. The ten‐acre site is rectangular with a north‐south orientation. The site slopes
downward from north to south. Elevations range from approximately 752 feet at the north property
line to 705 feet at Wise Road, a 47‐foot elevation change.
Fenced pasture areas are on the north part of the property, and two residential units,
outbuildings, and pasture areas are on the central portion. The horse barn, round pen, and covered
riding arena are on the south closest to Wise Road. Wise Road is on the south edge of the site, and a
driveway extends north from the road to provide access.
The arena is part of a pre‐existing equestrian training facility complex that includes the horse
barn, round pen, and driveway access from Wise Road. The area occupied by this complex has been
used historically as a horse training facility.

1 | Matranga Variance – Appeal
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Exhibit 1: Site Aerial
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Arena Cover. In February 2020, the Applicant installed a 20,000 square foot (100’ x 200’) cover
over the existing arena in the south part of the site, north of Wise Road.
Location. The cover was added to provide protection for an existing horse training
arena that is part of the equestrian training complex (arena, horse barn, round pen). The cover
was constructed at this location to coincide with the existing riding arena. The arena cover was
part of several improvements made to the complex.
Cover Structure. The cover consists of a pre‐fabricated, pre‐engineered truss arch
tension system of galvanized steel tubing and cables manufactured by ClearSpan. The truss
system spans the arena and extends downward to the railing on the arena perimeter. The cover
is white polyethylene fabric that nearly covers two sides of the structure with a nine‐foot above‐
ground opening for views into the riding area. The other two sides of the arena are open‐air and
uncovered. There are no internal support posts for the cover.
A pre‐engineered cover system was selected instead of a traditional metal cover
because the weight of a metal cover would have necessitated blasting hard rock to
accommodate footings. The pre‐engineered cover uses a system of helical anchors drilled into
the ground that require minimal site work and no concrete foundation.
Height. The height of the cover is 44’2” (ground to the outside (top) peak) and 40’7”
(ground to the inside (bottom) peak). As a pre‐engineered system, the cover’s height is a
function of the arena’s width and structural load requirements.
Exhibit 2: Arena Cover
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Development Standards. The covered arena is considered an agricultural accessory structure
permitted in the Farm zone with a zoning clearance. The arena cover is consistent with the Site
Development Standards (ZC 17.10.010 (E)) for the Farm zone, except for the height standard of 36 feet.
The height of the fabric cover is 44’2” (ground to the outside (top) peak).
Administrative Relief from Height Standard. ZC 17.60.105 (A)(3) allows administrative relief
from the height standard for not more than five feet or 10%, whichever is less, which would allow the
height of the cover to be 39’6” (36’ + 10% (3’6”) = 39’6”)1.
Variance Request. The Applicant requests a variance to allow the height of the arena (44’2”) to
exceed the maximum permitted height (39’6”) by 4’8”.

Zoning Code
Height Limit in Farm zone ‐ ZC 17.10.010 (E)
Height limit with administrative relief
from standards – ZC 17.60.105 (A)(3)
(36’ + 10% (3.6’) = 39’6”)
Existing Arena Cover
Peak of arena cover

36’0”
39’6"

44’2”

Exceeds limit by 4’8”
(44’2” – 39’6”)

Exhibit 3: Arena Cover with Heights

Because of its arched shape, only the cover’s apex exceeds the permitted height of 39’6”.

1

Zoning Code Section 17.60.105 (A)(3) allows administrative approval to be granted from select standards unless such relief is
sought after a violation of the standard is willfully and illegally created. The Applicant constructed the building in the belief that
such structures were allowed, and no building permit was required.
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Distances to Home Sites.
The arena is in the central portion of
the site adjacent to Wise Road,
which maximizes the distance
between the arena and nearby
residential units, shown in Exhibit 4.
Agricultural‐residential uses
are located on adjacent parcels.
Nearby home sites are
approximately 325, 680, and 1,420
feet west, east, and south of the
arena, which maximizes the
distances between the arena and
nearby residential units.

Wise Road

Exhibit 4: Distances to Home Sites

Views. At distances ranging from 325 to 1,420 feet from the arena, the views from home sites
are expansive. Views include the arena cover, other residential structures and outbuildings, and
landscapes in the foreground and background.
The 4’8” difference between the permitted height (39’6”) and actual height (44’2”) of the cover
is imperceptible from 325 feet, and even less at greater distances.
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Exhibit 5 includes a short‐range photo of the existing cover (44’2”) and a photo simulation of the
cover with a reduced height of 39’6”, and the perception of the height difference is negligible.
Exhibit 5: Cover Height Comparison

Existing arena cover is 44’2”.

Photo simulation of arena cover height reduced to 39’6”.
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Lighting. Before the cover was added to the arena, pole lighting illuminated the arena at night.
When the cover was installed, the pole lighting was removed.
With the installed cover, interior lighting is provided by fixtures that hang from the “ceiling” of
the structure. The lights are within cone‐shaped fixtures that direct the light downward. The fabric
cover encloses the arena and directs light downward, which reduces glare compared to the initial
condition without the cover. The Applicant’s daily operations are complete, and lights are off by 8:00
pm.

The fabric cover reduces impacts by containing and diffusing light.

Night lighting without the cover.
7 | Matranga Variance – Appeal
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Criteria for Variance. The request for a variance meets the requirements in ZC 17.60.100.
a. There are special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape, topography,
location or surroundings, and because of such circumstances, the strict application of this chapter
would deprive the property of privileges enjoyed by other property in the vicinity and under
identical zoning classifications.
From an initial conversation with the County the Applicant believed that ag buildings were
permitted in the Farm zone without the need for a building permit and constructed the arena cover
in February 2020. At the time, the Applicant was unaware of the Zoning Code height standard
applicable to the arena cover. In March 2020, the Applicant received a code compliance violation
notice (CE20‐00063) from Placer County requiring a variance to the height standard. The Applicant’s
request for a variance is in response to the County’s code enforcement notice.
Agricultural structures (e.g., barns, silos, etc.) in the Ophir area vary in height, and some older
structures exceed the permitted height standard. The strict application of the Zoning Code
standards would require that the Applicant reduce the structure’s height by 4’8”. Reducing the
structure’s height would entail uninstalling the existing structure and replacing it with a new
structure custom‐designed with smaller trusses and steel tubing to support 36 feet. It would not be
possible to retool the existing system to a reduced height because the existing structure is
engineered for the arena’s width.
The original ClearSpan fabric cover, truss system, and installation cost approximately $320,000.
Uninstalling the existing cover and truss system and replacing it with a new truss system and cover
would cost more than the original installation, which would impose an oppressive cost burden on
the owner and be prohibitive.
A pre‐fabricated cover was used over the arena because a traditional wood structure would have
required blasting of the hard rock to install foundation footings, which would have been cost‐
prohibitive. Removing the existing cover and installing a conventional (not pre‐fabricated) cover
would also be cost‐prohibitive.
Because the training complex (arena, horse barn, round pen) consists of a cluster of related and
dependent facilities in the south‐central portion of the site that was pre‐existing, it is not reasonable
or cost‐effective to relocate the training complex to the north part of the parcel. To do so would
require moving or reconstructing the arena, horse barn, and round pen, and extending the access
roadway and parking past the primary residence to the north part of the site to allow patrons access
to the facilities. Relocating the training complex facilities to the north portion of the site is
constrained by undisturbed habitat and proximity to home sites to the west and north.
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The site slopes downward from north to south. Site elevations range from approximately 752 feet
at the north property line to 705 feet at Wise Road, which is 47 feet of slope change. The covered
arena is on the lowest portion of the site near Wise Road. The top of the arena cover is beneath the
elevation of the north portion of the site.

The requested height difference of 4’8” is de minimis in consideration of the following:
 Varying heights of existing agricultural structures in the Ophir area;
 Imperceptible difference in height from home sites on adjacent parcels;
 Reduction of nighttime light and glare as a result of the cover;
 Prohibitive cost to modify the cover or retrofit it to meet the height requirements; and
 Prohibitive cost to relocate the complex facilities to an undisturbed portion of the site.
b. The variance authorized does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with the
limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district.
The variance authorized does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with the
limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district based on the following
unique features:


Cover was constructed on existing arena. The arena cover was constructed over an existing
arena on the south part of the site.



Arena is part of an equestrian training complex. The covered arena, horse barn, and round pen
comprise an equestrian training complex of related and dependent facilities. The equestrian
training complex was pre‐existing on the south part of the site before the cover was constructed
over the arena. It is not reasonable or cost‐effective to relocate the training complex to the
north part of the parcel. To do so would require moving or reconstructing the arena, horse
barn, and round pen, and extending the access roadway and parking past the primary residence
to the north part of the site to allow patrons access to the facilities. Relocating the training
complex facilities to the north portion of the site is constrained by undisturbed habitat and
proximity to home sites to the west and north.
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Type of structure required a foundation compatible with rocky soil. A pre‐engineered cover
system was selected instead of a traditional metal cover because the weight of a metal cover
would have necessitated blasting hard rock to accommodate footings, which would have been
cost prohibitive. The installed pre‐engineered cover uses a system of helical anchors drilled into
the ground that required minimal site work and no concrete foundation.



Type of structure dictated height to cover arena. As a pre‐engineered system, the cover’s
height (44’2”) is a function of the arena’s width and structural load requirements.



Equestrian complex is at the lowest elevation of the property. The equestrian complex, of
which the covered arena is a part, is on the lowest elevation of the property near Wise Road.
The highest point of the arena cover is lower than the north part of the site.

c. The variance does not authorize a use that is not otherwise allowed in the zoning district.
The proposed variance would not authorize a use not otherwise permitted in the Farm‐4.6‐acre
minimum zone.
d. The granting of the variance does not, under the circumstances and conditions applied in the
particular case, adversely affect the public health or safety, is not materially detrimental to the
public welfare, nor injurious to nearby property or improvements.
As described above, the addition of the cover to the arena does not result in negative impacts. The
addition of the arena cover improved land use compatibility because it reduced and diffused
nighttime lighting impacts. The arena cover is visible from adjacent home sites. However, the 4’8”
difference between the permitted height (39’6”) and actual height (44’2”) is not distinguishable
from nearby home sites.
e. The variance is consistent with the Placer County General Plan and any applicable community plan
or specific plan.
The variance is consistent with the Placer County General Plan and Ophir Community Plan because
the covered arena is compatible with the Ophir area’s agricultural‐residential character and
surrounding properties. The proposed variance would not authorize a use not otherwise allowed in
the Farm‐4.6‐acre minimum zone.
f.

The variance is the minimum departure from the requirements of this ordinance necessary to
grant relief to the applicant, consistent with subsections a. and b., above.
The proposed variance is the minimum departure from the Zoning Ordinance requirements
necessary to grant relief to the Applicant. No significant adverse impacts would result from the
arena cover and granting the variance.
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ATTACHMENT D

HEARING DATE: August 20, 2020
TIME: 10:50 AM
TO:

Zoning Administrator

FROM:

Development Review Committee

DATE:

July 29, 2020

SUBJECT:

Matranga Height Variance (PLN20–00142)

PLAN AREA: Ophir Community Plan
GENERAL PLAN DESIGNATION: Rural Estate 4.6 - 10 Ac. Min.
ZONING: F–4.6 ac. min. (Farm, combining minimum Building Site of 4.6 acres)
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBER: 031-370-012-000
STAFF PLANNER: Bennett Smithhart, Associate Planner
LOCATION: 7975 Wise Road, Auburn
APPLICANT: Kris Steward, on behalf of the property owner, Gary Matranga
PROPOSAL:
The applicant requests approval of a Variance to exceed the established 36-foot maximum height limit
for structures located within the Farm zone district, to allow for an existing horse arena with a maximum
height of 44-feet 2inches above grade.
CEQA COMPLIANCE:
The project is categorically exempt from environmental review pursuant to provisions of Section 15303
(e) of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 18.36.050 of the Placer County
Environmental Review Ordinance (Class 3 – New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures) and
Section 15305 of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 18.36.070 of the
Placer County Environmental Review Ordinance (Class 5 – Minor Alterations in Land Use Limitations)
PUBLIC NOTICES AND REFERRAL FOR COMMENTS:
Public notices were mailed to property owners of record within 300 feet of the project site. Other
appropriate agencies, public interest groups, and citizens were sent copies of the public hearing notice.
Community Development Resource Agency staff and the Air Pollution Control District, Engineering and
Surveying Division, Environmental Health Services, Environmental Engineering, Department of Public
Works, Building Services Division, Parks, and the Placer Fire Protection District were transmitted copies
of the project plans and application for review and comment. Four public comments were received as of
the time of report preparation.
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BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS:
The ten‐acre project site is rectangular and is developed with two residential units, outbuildings, pasture,
horse barn, round pen, and the covered riding arena that is the subject of this Variance request. Wise
Road borders the south edge of the site, and a driveway extends north from Wise Road to provide
access to the site. Agricultural and residential uses are located on adjacent parcels. The riding arena is
part of a pre-existing training facility complex that includes the horse barn, round pen, and driveway
access from Wise Road. The area occupied by this complex has been used historically as a horse
training facility.
In February 2020, the property owner installed a 20,000 square foot (100’ x 200’) cover, also known as
a stretched canvas steel structure, over the existing arena in the south‐central portion of the site north
of Wise Road. The overall height of the structure is 44-feet 2-inches (ground to the outside (top) peak)
and 40-feet 7-inches (ground to the inside (bottom) peak). The area of the arena cover structure that
exceeds the height limitation is the triangular apex of said arena structure. The bulk of the structure
remains within its required height limitation. The arena cover consists of a pre‐fabricated, engineered
truss‐arch system of galvanized steel tubing and cables manufactured by ClearSpan. The truss system
spans the arena and extends downward to the railing on the arena perimeter (Attachment C). The cover
is made of white polyethylene fabric that nearly covers two sides of the structure with a nine‐foot above‐
ground opening for views into the riding area. The other two sides of the arena are open‐air and
uncovered. There are no internal support posts for the structure, which enables unimpeded circulation
within the structure footprint. Interior lighting is provided by fixtures that hang from the “ceiling” of the
cover. The lights are inside cone‐shaped fixtures that direct the light downward.
Code Compliance
On February 13, 2020 a compliant was filed with Code Compliance about the unpermitted arena
structure. On February 26, a courtesy notice of violation was sent to the property owner. On March 9,
2020 County staff visited the property for the initial inspection. An application for a variance was filed on
May 27, 2020. A total of 11 complaints have been received at the time of writing this report. The property
owner has an active building permit application (BLD20-01455) submitted for the arena cover, but it
cannot be issued unless a variance to height is granted.
DISCUSSION OF ISSUES
Structure Location
The arena cover was installed over the existing riding arena. The property owner placed it in this location
in order to expand and provide protection for an existing horse training arena that is part of the equestrian
training complex (arena, horse barn, round pen) existing on the site. The addition was part of several
improvements that the property owner has recently completed. The property owner chose the
prefabricated cover verses a traditional metal cover due to soil structure which the additional weight of
a metal roof would have required blasting of the hard rock to install foundation footings. The property
owner views the arena is a key part of the equestrian facility therefore moving or reconstructing the
arena, horse barn, round pen, and extending the access roadway and parking past the primary
residence to the north part of the site to allow patrons access to the facilities was not considered and
would be cost prohibitive. In addition, relocating the training complex facilities to the north portion of the
site is constrained further by undisturbed habitat and the proximity of home sites to the west and north.
Removing the existing cover and installing a conventional meal (not prefabricated) cover or attempting
to lower the existing structure would be cost prohibitive.
Viewshed
Several of the complaints received by the Code Enforcement Division have expressed concerns
regarding the view of the structure as the arena is visible from several properties in the surrounding
area. Figure 1 depicts that the nearby home sites are approximately 500, 570, and 1,300 feet west, east,
and south of the arena, which maximizes the distance between the arena and nearby residential units.
At these distances, the views from the home sites are expansive and include the arena cover, typical
residential and structures, and a rolling landscape typical of the Ophir Community. Also, at these
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distances the difference between the permitted height of 36 feet and actual height of 44 feet of the cover
structure is negligibly perceptible (Figure 2).

Figure 1

In addition, because of its arched shape, only the apex of the cover exceeds the permitted height of 36’.
Attachment B includes a short-range photograph of the existing arena structure at 44 feet and a
photographic simulation that reduces the height to 36 feet. While the arena structure does exceed the
maximum height allowance of 36 feet, the perception of the height difference is negligible due to the
overall size of the structure, which is 20,000 square feet.

Figure 2

Special Circumstances
The need for a Variance was realized after the property owner received a Code Compliance Notice of
Violation. The owner constructed the arena cover without the benefit of an approved building permit and
was unaware of the height standards within the Farm Zone District. The owner has submitted a building
permit application to remedy the unpermitted structure.
The covered arena is located at the south side of the parcel. Staff has analyzed the potential to relocate
the arena from the south side of the project site, which is the lowest elevation of the site, to the north
side but determined this would make the arena more visible to the surrounding parcels. Also, the
applicant has provided information about the potential to reduce the height of the structure to 36 feet,
which would involve reconstructing the truss system and cover to custom fit the arena dimensions. The
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applicant has stated that the custom modifications necessary to reduce the height of the cover and
reinstall it would impose an oppressive cost burden on the owner and would be prohibitive. Moreover,
staff’s analysis determined that reducing the overall height of the arena structure would not appreciably
change its appearance or massing when viewed from adjoining properties.
Therefore, staff has determined there are special circumstances applicable to the property, including the
arena cover’s proximity to the existing arena and the existing horse stable, and the sites topography, of
which if the arena was relocated, it would be relocated at a higher elevation, causing it to be more visible.
Additionally, due to the site topography, if the arena is relocated, a significant amount of grading would
be required to maintain a flat arena floor. The current location is the flattest part of the building area of
the site. Therefore, because of these circumstances the strict application of the Zoning Ordinance has
been found to deprive the subject property of privileges enjoyed by other properties in the vicinity and
under similar zoning classifications.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the Variance to exceed the established 36-foot maximum height limit for
structures located within the Farm zone district, to allow for an existing horse arena with a maximum
height of 44-feet 2-inches feet above grade.
FINDINGS:
CEQA
The project is categorically exempt from environmental review pursuant to provisions of Section 15303
(e) of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 18.36.050 of the Placer County
Environmental Review Ordinance (Class 3 - New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures) and
Section 15305 of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 18.36.070 of the
Placer County Environmental Review Ordinance (Class 5 – Minor alterations in Land Use Limitations)
because the proposed construction is an accessory structure to the primary use of the property, in that
it is a horse boarding and training facility. Additionally, the increased height is a minor alternation to the
land use limitation. The Zoning Administrator will be required to make a finding to this effect.
VARIANCE:
1. There are special circumstances applicable to the property, including the arena cover’s proximity to
the existing arena and the existing horse stable, and the sites topography, of which if the arena was
relocated, it would be relocated at a higher elevation, causing it to be more visible. Additionally, due
to the site topography, if the arena is relocated, a significant amount of grading would be required to
maintain a flat arena floor. The current location is the flattest part of the building area of the site.
Therefore, because of these circumstances the strict application of the Zoning Ordinance has been
found to deprive the subject property of privileges enjoyed by other properties in the vicinity and
under similar zoning classifications.
2. The granting of this Variance will not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with the
limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district, in that sports court
lighting is allowed in residential zone districts.
3. The Variance does not authorize a use that is not otherwise allowed in the Farm, combining minimum
Building Site of 4.6 acres zone district, in that covered horse arenas are allowed in Farm zone district.
4. The granting of this Variance does not, under the circumstances and conditions applied in this
particular case, adversely affect public health or safety, is not materially detrimental to the public
welfare, nor injurious to nearby property or improvements, given the subject property is 10 acres in
size and the arena is positioned such that it will not negatively affect neighboring properties.
Additionally, the additional height of the arena structure will not result in additional glare from the
installed lighting in that the lights focused downward and the lighting will mainly be used during
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wintertime. These factors ensure that the granting of the Variance will not create detriment to the
public or general welfare of neighboring residences or residents.
5. The Variance is consistent with the Ophir Community Plan.

6. The Variance is not minimum departure from the applicable requirements of Section 17.54.140:
Setbacks and Yards.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:
1. Approval of this Variance allows for the horse arena cover to exceed the established 36-foot
maximum height limit for structures located within the Farm zone district, to allow for an existing
horse arena with a maximum height of 44-feet 2-inches feet above grade. (PLN)
2. The applicant shall obtain a Building Permit for the Horse Arena. (PLN)
3. The applicant shall, upon written request of the County, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the
County of Placer, the County Board of Supervisors, and its officers, agents, and employees, from
any and all actions, lawsuits, claims, damages, or costs, including attorney’s fees awarded by a
certain development project known as PLN20-00142 Matranga Variance. The applicant shall, upon
written request of the County, pay or, at the County’s option, reimburse the County for all costs for
preparation of an administrative record required for any such action, including the costs of
transcription, County staff time, and duplication. The County shall retain the right to elect to appear
in and defend any such action on its own behalf regardless of any tender under this provision. This
indemnification obligation is intended to include, but not be limited to, actions brought by third parties
to invalidate any determination made by the County under the California Environmental Quality Act
(Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.) for the Project or any decisions made by the County
relating to the approval of the Project. Upon request of the County, the applicant shall execute an
agreement in the form approved by County Counsel incorporating the provision of this condition.
(PLN)
4. This Variance (PLN20-00142) shall expire February 20, 2022 unless previously exercised with final
building permit inspection approval for the covered arena structure and associated electrical
services.
ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment A: - Site Plan
Attachment B: - Site Photographs
Attachment C: - Engineering Plans
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ATTACHMENT B

Matranga Variance
May 2020

The arena cover reduces lighting impacts by containing light within the riding area.

Night lighting conditions without the cover.

Riding area without the arena cover.
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ATTACHMENT E

HEARING DATE: November 12, 2020
ITEM NO.: 3
TIME: 10:40 a.m.
TO:

Placer County Planning Commission

FROM:

Development Review Committee

DATE:

November 2, 2020

SUBJECT:

MATRANGA VARIANCE
APPEAL OF THE ZONING ADMINISTRATOR’S DENIAL OF A VARIANCE
(PLN20-00142)
STATUTORY EXEMPTION
SUPERVISORIAL DISTRICT 3 (HOLMES)

COMMUNITY PLAN AREA: Ophir General Plan
GENERAL PLAN DESIGNATION: Rural Estate 4.6 - 10 Ac. Min.
ZONING: F–4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining minimum Building Site of 4.6 acres)
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBER: 031-370-012-000
STAFF PLANNER: Bennett Smithhart, Associate Planner
LOCATION: 7951-75 Wise Road, Auburn
APPLICANTS / APPELLANTS: Kris Steward and George Phillips, Phillips Land Law, Inc., on behalf of
the property owner, Gary Matranga
APPEAL
The Planning Commission is conducting a public hearing to consider an appeal filed by Kris Steward and
George Phillips, Phillips Land Law, Inc., on behalf of the property owner, Gary Matranga (hereinafter
appellants) of the Zoning Administrator’s August 20, 2020 decision to deny a Variance request to allow
for an existing horse arena cover with a maximum height of 44-feet 2-inches above grade, where 36-feet
is the maximum allowed. The 9.8-acre subject property is located at 7975 Wise Road.
CEQA COMPLIANCE
The project is statutorily exempt from environmental review pursuant to provisions of Section 15270 of
the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 18.36.010 (G) of the Placer County
Environmental Review Ordinance (Projects which are disapproved).
PUBLIC NOTICES AND REFERRAL FOR COMMENTS
Public notices were mailed to property owners of record within 300 feet of the project site. Other appropriate
public interest groups and citizens were sent copies of the public hearing notice, including the Newcastle
Ophir Municipal Advisory Council which is not meeting at this time due to COVID restrictions. Copies of the
project plans and application were transmitted to the Community Development Resource Agency staff, the
Departments of Public Works, Environmental Health Services, the Placer County Air Pollution Control
District, Placer County Water District, and CalFire for their review and comment. Comments received from
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County staff have been incorporated into this report. As of the preparation of this staff report, 14 public
comments have been received.
BACKGROUND
The 9.8 acre site located at 7951 Wise Road
is rectangular and developed with two
residential units, outbuildings, pasture, a
horse barn, round pen, corrals and the
subject covered riding arena. Wise Road is
on the south edge of the site, and a driveway
extends north from the road to provide
access to the site. Agricultural and residential
uses are located on adjacent parcels. The
arena is part of a pre-existing training facility
complex that includes the horse barn, round
pen, corral, and driveway access from Wise
Road. The area occupied by this complex
has been used historically as a horse training
facility.
In February 2020, the property owner installed
a 20,000 square foot (100 ft x 200 ft) cover
over the existing arena in the south-central
portion of the site north of Wise Road. The
arena cover consists of a prefabricated,
engineered truss-arch system of galvanized
steel tubing and cables manufactured by
ClearSpan. The truss system spans the arena
and extends downward to the railing on the
arena perimeter. The cover is made of white
polyethylene fabric that nearly covers two
sides of the structure with a nine-foot aboveground opening for views into the riding area.
The other two sides of the arena are open-air
and uncovered. There are no internal support
posts for the cover. Interior lighting is provided
by fixtures that hang from the bottom of the
Figures 1, 2: Subject horse arena structure.
cover. The lights are inside with cone-shaped
fixtures that direct the light downward. The height of the cover is 44-feet 2-inches ((ground to the outside
(top) peak)) and 40-feet 7-inches ((ground to the inside (bottom) peak)). According to the appellant, the
height of the cover was dictated by the width of the arena and requirements for the structural load. The
appellant is seeking approval of a Variance to keep the arena with a height of 44-feet 2-inches where only
a 36-foot structure is permitted.
There is an active code compliance case (CE20-0063) on the subject property about the unpermitted horse
arena cover. The first compliant was received on February 13, 2020 and the initial Notice of Violation was
sent on February 26, 2020. A total of 11 complaints have been filed about the unpermitted structure.
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Figure 3: Site Plan

Adjacent Land Use Designation / Zoning / Improvements
Location

Zoning

Community Plan
Designation

Existing Conditions and
Improvements

Site

F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)

Rural Estate 4.6 10 Ac. Min.

Two Residences,
Accessory Structures

North

F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)

Rural Estate 4.6 10 Ac. Min.

Single-family Residence,
Accessory Structures

South

F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)

Rural Estate 4.6 10 Ac. Min.

Single-family Residence,
Accessory Structures

East

F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)

Rural Estate 4.6 10 Ac. Min.

Single-family Residence,
Accessory Structures

West

F-4.6 Ac. Min. (Farm, combining
minimum building site of 4.6 acres)

Rural Estate 4.6 10 Ac. Min.

Single-family Residence,
Accessory Structures

Applicable Sections of the Zoning Ordinance
Farm Zone Height Limitations (Zoning Ordinance Section 17.10.010)
The maximum height limit for structures within the Farm zoning district is 36 feet. An increase in height of
not more than five feet or ten percent, whichever is less, may be granted through an Administrative
Approval (Zoning Ordinance Section 17.60.105). An Administrative Approval would allow for a height of 39feet 6-inches, less than the 44-feet 2-inch structure.
Findings Necessary for Granting a Variance (Zoning Ordinance Section 17.60.100)
The Zoning Administrator or Planning Commission may approve, approve subject to conditions, or
disapprove a variance. Approval or conditional approval may be granted only when the granting authority
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first determines that the variance satisfies the criteria set forth in California Government Code Section
65906 by finding that:
a.

There are special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location or surroundings, and because of such circumstances, the strict
application of the Zoning Ordinance’s regulations would deprive the property of privileges
enjoyed by other property in the vicinity and under identical zoning classification.

b.

The variance authorized does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with
the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district.

c.

The variance does not authorize a use that is not otherwise allowed in the zoning district.

d.

The granting of the variance does not, under the circumstances and conditions applied in
the particular case, adversely affect public health or safety, is not materially detrimental to
the public welfare, nor injurious to nearby property or improvements.

e.

The variance is consistent with the Placer County General Plan and any applicable
community plan or specific plan.

f.

The variance is the minimum departure from the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance
requirements necessary to grant relief to the applicant, consistent with subsections a. and
b., above.

AUGUST 20, 2020 ZONING ADMINISTRATOR HEARING
This Variance request was considered by the Zoning Administrator at its August 20, 2020 meeting.
Comments were received from 23 members of the public prior to the hearing, 13 in opposition and 10 in
support. The issues raised included the size of the cover, the glow of internal lighting of the facility, fire
concerns, aesthetics, and the benefit to the community. During the hearing, public comment was provided
by nine neighboring property owners or clients of the facility. Concerns raised by the public included
neighborhood compatibility and aesthetics. Supporters noted the inconvenience that reconstructing the
arena cover would cause.
In making its recommendations to the Zoning Administrator, staff made the necessary findings to support
the Variance for structure height citing special circumstances including the arena is existing, its proximity to
the horse stable, and the site’s restrictive topography.
At the conclusion of the staff’s presentation and after hearing public testimony, the Zoning Administrator
found no special circumstances applicable to the property such as location, shape, size, surroundings, or
topography. As a result, there were not any special circumstances that warranted the additional height. In
addition, the strict application of the Zoning Ordinance did not deprive the subject parcel of privileges enjoyed
by other properties in the vicinity and within the same zone. The Zoning Administrator determined that a
number of neighbor concerns regarding the color and material of the structure, the lighting, and brightness
of the structure were not relevant to the variance request and specifically stated these issues had no bearing
on his decision. After discussion, the Zoning Administrator determined that there was no information in the
record to support the height increase and therefore the Zoning Administrator was unable to conclude the
request was the minimum departure from the Zoning Ordinance limitation.
LETTER OF APPEAL
On August 27, 2020, the appellant filed an appeal to contest the Zoning Administrator’s denial of the
Variance. Following submittal of the appeal application, the appellant submitted additional explanatory
material in accordance with Section 17.60.110(C)(1): Timing and Form of Appeal, which allows an
appellant to provide additional information within 30 days of an appeal filing. The appellant’s statement
of appeal and supporting materials are included as Attachment A and Attachment B, respectively, to this
report. The appellant’s submittal indicating reasons for the appeal and explaining why the requested
Variance should be approved by the Planning Commission are summarized below.
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1. The structure’s height is dictated by site conditions.
2. The height is reasonable and not significant.
3. The design of the structure provides benefits.
4. Relocation or modification of the structure is cost-prohibitive.
5. Findings can be made to justify the granting of a variance.
Each of the appellant’s assertions is addressed in detail below.
RESPONSES TO APPEAL
Staff has prepared the following responses to the items identified in the appeal letter.
1. The structure’s height is dictated by site conditions.
Appellant Statement
A pre-engineered cover system was selected instead of a traditional metal cover because the weight
of a metal cover would have necessitated blasting hard rock to accommodate footings. The preengineered cover uses a system of helical anchors drilled into the ground that require minimal site
work and no concrete foundation. As a pre-engineered system, the cover’s height is a function of the
arena’s width and structural load requirements.
Because the training complex (arena, horse barn, round pen) consists of a cluster of related and
dependent facilities in the south-central portion of the site that was pre-existing, it is not reasonable
or cost-effective to relocate the training complex to the north part of the parcel. To do so would
require moving or reconstructing the arena, horse barn, and round pen, and extending the access
roadway and parking past the primary residence to the north part of the site to allow patrons access
to the facilities. Relocating the training complex facilities to the north portion of the site is constrained
by undisturbed habitat and proximity to home sites to the west and north.
Staff Response
In the appeal letter, the appellant described in detail existing conditions of the subject property including
the location of the existing residence and the location of structures associated with the training facility.
The arena is near an existing barn and horse corrals and the type of facility built was selected for practical
reasons, however, this does not validate the additional height of the existing structure and these factors
do not meet the criteria for granting variances as set forth in Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning Ordinance.
Special circumstances applicable to support a variance include size, shape, topography, location, or
surroundings. The location of existing structures or facilities on site do not require the horse arena cover
to exceed the allowable height and therefore no special circumstances apply to this variance request.
If the property owner would have applied for a building permit, staff could have advised them of the
maximum allowable height. If any structural or foundation/soil issues existed, that most likely would have
come up during the building plan review and these issues could have been discussed and potentially
resolved prior to construction. As stated in the appeal, the property owner chose this horse arena type
due to the presence of rock in the subsurface of the arena and its lighter footprint on the land, as
compared to a traditional foundation footing. The appellant has not demonstrated that site conditions
dictated the excessive height. Absent any extenuating circumstances that would justify a departure from
the current Ordinance standards, approval would grant special privileges to this property that are not
available on a fair and equal basis to other properties in the Farm zoning district.
2. The height is reasonable and not significant.
Appellant Statement
The arena is in the central portion of the site adjacent to Wise Road, which maximizes the distance
between the arena and nearby residential units. Agricultural-residential uses are located on adjacent
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parcels. Nearby home sites are approximately 325, 680, and 1,420 feet west, east, and south of the
arena, which maximizes the distances between the arena and nearby residential units.
At distances ranging from 325 to 1,420 feet from the arena, the views from home sites are expansive.
Views include the arena cover, other residential structures and outbuildings, and landscapes in the
foreground and background. The 4’8” difference between the permitted height (39’6”) and actual
height (44’2”) of the cover is imperceptible from 325 feet, and even less at greater distances. The
requested height difference of 4’8” is de minimis in consideration of the following:
•

Varying heights of existing agricultural structures in the Ophir area;

•

Imperceptible difference in height from home sites on adjacent parcels;

•

Reduction of nighttime light and glare as a result of the cover;

•

Prohibitive cost to modify the cover or retrofit it to meet the height requirements; and

•

Prohibitive cost to relocate the complex facilities to an undisturbed portion of the site.

Staff Response
The appellant contends that the
structure is of a reasonable height due
to its similarity with existing agriculture
buildings in the Ophir area, the
imperceptible difference in height when
viewed from residences on adjacent
parcels, the reduction of nighttime light
and glare as a result of the cover, and
the prohibitive cost to modify or
relocate the structure. These points
generally apply to the benefits of an
arena cover in an agriculture
community and do not justify the height
request on this specific property.
Varying heights of existing agricultural
structures in the Ophir area. During
Figure 4: Arena structure along Wise Road
the hearing, the appellant stated there
are several agriculture structures throughout the Ophir community that are of a similar size and height.
No specific structures or properties were identified. In his deliberation, the Zoning Administrator stated
that the decision to deny the request was based on his inability to make the findings to approve the
Variance and did not consider neighboring agriculture structures.
Imperceptible difference in height from home sites on adjacent parcels. The 8-foot 2-inch difference
between a horse arena cover that meets height standards and the subject horse arena cover results
in a noticeable visual difference from neighboring properties in the vicinity. Without the arena cover,
views from the surrounding landscape typically consist of tree canopies, the Sutter Buttes and Sierra
Nevada mountains, and intermittent rooftops of single family dwellings and agriculture accessory
structures. As evidenced in photos submitted to the County from nearby residents, the horse arena
cover is above the tree line, thus making the cover visible from long distances. A 36-foot tall horse
arena cover would better blend into the tree line and not likely be as visible as a 44-foot 2-inch cover.
In addition, the arena is 65 feet north of Wise Road. The additional 20.4 percent height is perceptible
from the public road.
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Reduction of nighttime light and glare as a result of the cover. Before the installation of the horse
arena cover, there were light poles on site to allow for night riding. The poles were removed with the
installation of the horse arena cover. The horse arena cover consists of a translucent material that
produces a glow from the internal lights that is visible from properties in the vicinity. According to
comments received from neighbors,
the glow from the translucent
material is more significant than the
previous arena lights without
shielding.
Prohibitive cost to modify the cover or
retrofit it to meet the height
requirements and prohibitive cost to
relocate the complex facilities to an
undisturbed portion of the site.
The Variance application was
submitted to correct an existing
zoning
violation
and
staff
acknowledges that there would be
significant financial implications to
the property owner if they were to
remove, modify, or relocate the arena
cover. The action to correct the
violation is not something that is of
consideration when making variance
findings.
The Zoning Ordinance allows a
Figure 5: Arena structure at night
maximum height of 36 feet in the Farm
zoning district, for structures. The appellant is requesting a 44-feet 2-inch foot tall structure. This results
in a 20.4 percent increase (or 8-feet 2-inches) in height from what the regulations allow. The points raised
in the appellant’s statement does not validate the additional height the existing structure contains and
does not meet the criteria for granting variances as set forth in Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning
Ordinance. Special circumstances applicable to support a variance include size, shape, topography,
location or surroundings.
3. The design of the structure provides benefits.
Appellant Statement
A pre-fabricated cover was used over the arena because a traditional wood structure would have
required blasting of the hard rock to install foundation footings. Before the cover was added to the
arena, pole lighting illuminated the arena at night. When the cover was installed, the pole lighting was
removed. The fabric cover encloses the arena and directs light downward, which reduces glare
compared to the initial condition without the cover. The appellant’s daily operations are complete, and
lights are off, by 8:00 pm.
Staff Response
The property owner’s choice of the pre-fabricated cover versus the traditional construction was made
based on the fact that there are rocks within the subsurface of this property. The choice of a prefabricated structure would be a cost benefit to the property owner and would not be considered essential
to the construction of this arena cover. It is common for construction projects in this region to require
blasting of rocks. No Geotechnical reports have been submitted to the County to confirm the presence
of rock in the subgrade.
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In regards to the lights, even if the arena cover does reduce glare, the translucent fabric does produce
a glow that is visible to properties in the vicinity. According to area residents, the glow from the translucent
material is more impactful than the previous arena lights with no shielding. Although the type of material
was deemed essential to this project, the material type, even with benefits in regards to light spill-over,
does not validate the Variance request and does not meet the criteria for granting variances as set forth
in Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning Ordinance. Special circumstances applicable to support a variance
include size, shape, topography, location or surroundings.
4. Relocation or modification of the structure is cost-prohibitive.
Appellant Statement
The original ClearSpan fabric cover, truss system, and installation cost approximately $320,000.
Uninstalling the existing cover and truss system and replacing it with a new truss system and cover
would cost more than the original installation, which would impose an oppressive cost burden on the
owner and be prohibitive.
Staff Response
The Variance application was submitted to correct an existing zoning violation and staff acknowledges
that there would be significant financial implications to the property owner if they were to remove, modify,
or relocate the arena cover. If the Variance is not granted, it would result in the removal or modification
of the existing arena, resulting in a financial hardship for the owner. The action to correct the violation is
not something that is of consideration when making variance findings. However, the cost of retrofitting
an unpermitted structure is not typically considered in a variance request. The Variance requested is
not created by the zoning regulations but arises from an action or desire of the appellant to keep an overheight structure.
The unpermitted construction of a structure does not validate the Variance request and does not meet
the criteria for granting variances as set forth in Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning Ordinance. Special
circumstances applicable to support a variance include size, shape, topography, location or
surroundings. An unnecessary hardship does not exist if the Variance request is denied because the
structure can be replaced or redesigned to comply with the regulations.
5. Findings can be made to justify the granting of a Variance.
Placer County Code Section 17.60.100, Variances, requires that all of the following findings be made
to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator or Planning Commission before granting approval of
the request. The appellant in their appeal letter made their case as to how each of the findings could
be met. Their assertions and staff’s response to each are presented below.
a.

There are special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location or surroundings, and because of such circumstances, the strict
application of this chapter would deprive the property of privileges enjoyed by other
property in the vicinity and under identical zoning classification.
Appellant Statement
From an initial conversation with the County, the appellant believed that ag buildings were
permitted in the Farm zone without the need for a building permit and constructed the arena
cover in February 2020. At the time, the appellant was unaware of the Zoning Code height
standard applicable to the arena cover. Agricultural structures (e.g., barns, silos, etc.) in the
Ophir area vary in height, and some older structures exceed the permitted height standard.
Reducing the structure’s height would entail uninstalling the existing structure and replacing it
with a new structure custom-designed with smaller trusses and steel tubing to support 36 feet.
It would not be possible to retool the existing system to a reduced height because the existing
structure is engineered for the arena’s width. The original ClearSpan fabric cover, truss system,
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and installation cost approximately $320,000. Uninstalling the existing cover and truss system
and replacing it with a new truss system and cover would cost more than the original installation,
which would impose an oppressive cost burden on the owner and be prohibitive. Removing the
existing cover and installing a conventional (not pre-fabricated) cover would also be costprohibitive.
Because the training complex (arena, horse barn, round pen) consists of a cluster of related and
dependent facilities in the south-central portion of the site that was pre-existing, it is not
reasonable or cost-effective to relocate the training complex to the north part of the parcel. To
do so would require moving or reconstructing the arena, horse barn, and round pen, and
extending the access roadway and parking past the primary residence to the north part of the
site to allow patrons access to the facilities. Relocating the training complex facilities to the north
portion of the site is constrained by undisturbed habitat and proximity to home sites to the west
and north.
Staff Response
According to the appellant, the property owner was not aware that permits were required to
construct the arena. Agricultural buildings or structures do not require a building permit when
they are: 1) located on any property of 10 or more acres zoned Farm (F), Residential Forest
(RF), Agriculture Exclusive (AE), or Residential Agricultural (RA); or 2) located on any property
under a contract pursuant to the California Land Conservation Act (“Williamson Act”), and 3)
when such property and building(s) are primarily used for agricultural purposes. The subject
property is under the 10-acre threshold, thus a building permit was to be obtained prior to
constructing the arena. If the property owner had submitted for a building permit, the excess
height would have been flagged and the construction plans returned for modification.
The Placer County Zoning Ordinance includes a variance provision for instances where special
circumstances applicable to the property, including location, shape, size, surroundings, or
topography, the strict application of the Zoning Code denies the property owner privileges
enjoyed by other property owners in the vicinity and under identical zoning districts. Any variance
granted is subject to conditions that will ensure that the Variance does not constitute a granting
of special privilege(s) inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and
zoning district in which the property is situated.
The Placer County Zoning Ordinance has specific findings that must be made when granting a
Variance, the criteria is set forth in California Government Code Section 65906 and listed in
Section 17.60.100 of the Zoning Ordinance. The applicant’s stated special circumstances
include not being aware that an ag building in the Farm zone needed a building permit, not being
aware of the height standard, the high cost of modifying the existing arena. None of these qualify
as special circumstances in the realm of variances.
There are no special or extraordinary circumstances applicable to the subject property that
prevents the applicant from complying with the maximum permitted height permitted in the Farm
zone. The special circumstances specified in Section 17.60.100 include size, shape,
topography, location or surroundings, and because of such circumstances, the strict application
of the Zoning Ordinance would deprive the property of privileges enjoyed by other property in
the vicinity and under identical zoning classification.
According to State law, a variance must be limited solely to the physical circumstances of the
property and is only for use in unusual, individual circumstances creating an unnecessary
hardship for the appellant if the usual zoning standards were imposed. A variance is granted to
bring the disadvantaged property up to the level of use enjoyed by nearby properties in the same
zone. The appellant has justified the location of the arena structure, but has not provided
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adequate justification as to why an arena could not be constructed that meets the 36-foot height
limit or provided evidence of special circumstances on the site that would justify a variance.
The topography, size and shape of the subject property is indistinguishable from adjacent
properties that have agricultural structures. The subject property has no physical site conditions
that create an insurmountable hardship. If the project site cannot be distinguished from those on
surrounding lots, it eliminates a special physical circumstance for a variance. Furthermore, the
standard of hardship with regard to a variance relates to the property, not the property owner.
Financial hardship, self-induced hardship, community benefit, or the worthiness of the project
are not considerations in determining whether to grant a variance.
The Zoning Administrator was unable to make the finding that there are special circumstances
or constraints on the site to support the Variance request. The strict application of the provisions
of the Zoning Ordinance would not be unreasonably limiting the use of the subject property and
does not deprive the owner the reasonable use of the subject property. The conditions found on
the 9.8-acre subject property are not unique to this property and do not require the additional
height requested for the horse arena cover which could be constructed at 36-feet in the current
location or elsewhere on the site without any relief from standards.
As such, the Zoning Administrator determined there is no exceptional or extraordinary
circumstance that applies to this site and could not make this finding.
b.

The Variance authorized does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with
the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district.
Appellant Statement
It does not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with the limitations upon other
properties in the vicinity and in the same zone district based on the following unique features:
• Cover was constructed on existing arena. The arena cover was constructed over an
existing arena on the south part of the site.
• Arena is part of an equestrian training complex. Relocating the training complex facilities
to the north portion of the site is constrained by undisturbed habitat and proximity to home
sites to the west and north.
• Type of structure required a foundation compatible with rocky soil.
• Type of structure dictated height to cover arena. As a pre-engineered system, the cover’s
height (44’2”) is a function of the arena’s width and structural load requirements.
• Equestrian complex is at the lowest elevation of the property.
Staff Response
The development challenges presented by the appellant are not unique to the property but are
present throughout the Ophir area. Many properties in close proximity to the subject property
have agricultural structures in compliance with the regulations of the Zoning Ordinance. The
property owner is not deprived of rights afforded to other property owners in the Farm zoning
district. The arena has been constructed on the lowest and flattest portion of the property.
However, the slope on the site, less than five percent, was found by the Zoning Administrator
not to be a special circumstance or site feature that required a 44-foot 2-inch structure and
acknowledged that a 36-foot structure located on the southern portion of the site may even be
more visible.
The owner of the subject property will continue to possess and enjoy substantial property rights
possessed by owners of other properties in the vicinity and the Farm zone. The Variance is not
necessary for the owner of the subject property to develop the property for other principally or
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conditionally permitted uses, similar to owners of other properties, and consistent with the
development standards by the Zoning Ordinance.
The site will continue to be used for residential and agricultural purposes as allowed in the Farm
zone. Requiring the removal or modification of the arena would not result in the inability of the
property owner to have an arena on the subject property. The height Variance, if approved,
would constitute a granting of special privileges inconsistent with the limitations placed upon
other properties in the vicinity and in the same zoning district. All other properties in the same
Farm zone are subject to a height limitation of 36 feet. Where relief is warranted, such relief must
be sought prior to construction of improvements.
c.

The Variance does not authorize a use that is not otherwise allowed in the zoning district.
Appellant Statement
The proposed Variance would not authorize a use not otherwise permitted in the Farm-4.6-acre
minimum zone.
Staff Response
The horse arena cover is considered a residential accessory structure and is allowed in the F–
4.6 ac. min. (Farm, combining minimum Building Site of 4.6 acres) zone district. Granting the
requested Variance would not establish a prohibited use.

d.

The granting of the Variance does not, under the circumstances and conditions applied
in the particular case, adversely affect public health or safety, is not materially detrimental
to the public welfare, nor injurious to nearby property or improvements.
Appellant Statement
The addition of the arena cover improved land use compatibility because it reduced and diffused
nighttime lighting impacts. The 4’8” difference between the permitted height (39’6”) and actual
height (44’2”) is not distinguishable from nearby home sites.
Staff Response
The general intent and purpose of the Zoning Ordinance is to preserve and protect the health,
safety and general welfare of the community, to protect the character and property values of the
county, to protect the assets of the county and their economic value, and to maintain and
enhance the attractive nature of the community.
Whether a variance would be contrary to the public interest depends on the impacts that it will
have on the surrounding neighborhood and surrounding properties. The arena structure is highly
visible, located in the front of the subject property, 65 feet from Wise Road to the south and 55feet from the western property line. The structure does meet the required front and side setbacks
for agricultural accessory structures of 50 feet and 30 feet respectively.
The existing arena has been shown to be contrary to the public interest as it has been subject to
complaints from neighbors. While the appellant states the arena cover has reduced nighttime
lighting impacts, several commenters at the Zoning Administrator hearing noted that the arena
is “large”, “bright,” and “out of place.” Commenters also noted it blocks or obscures vistas and
views and is highly visible from nearby residences.
The subject structure is located along a public roadway at the front of the site and close to
neighboring residences, which makes the arena more visible. Because of the location of the
arena and the close proximity to adjacent residences, granting the Variance may adversely affect
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the rights of adjacent property owners or residents. It is unknown if the arena as constructed will
substantially diminish or impair property values within the adjacent neighborhood.
However, the Variance requested will adversely affect the order, convenience, and/or general
welfare of the neighborhood for the following reasons: (1) the detached accessory structures in
the immediate neighborhood do comply with the height requirements, (2) the location of the
arena is at the front of the property and is visible from Wise Road, (3) the close proximity to
adjacent residences, (4) complaints from residents close to the site and those further away with
views of the site, and (5) the over-height accessory structure would not be compatible with the
order and uniformity of the neighborhood.
The over-height accessory structure contradicts neighborhood expectations that uniform rules
and County regulations apply and will be enforced within the community. The Zoning
Administrator acknowledged that the structure was allowed to be lit and is not an issue relevant
to the requested Variance. Due to the excess height and number of complaints received from
area residents, the Zoning Administrator determined that approval of the Variance could be
detrimental to the health, safety and welfare of the community but did not decide whether this
finding could be made.
e.

The Variance is consistent with the Placer County General Plan and any applicable
community plan or specific plan.
Appellant Statement
The variance is consistent with the Placer County General Plan and Ophir General Plan because
the covered arena is compatible with the Ophir area’s agricultural-residential character and
surrounding properties. The proposed Variance would not authorize a use not otherwise allowed
in the Farm-4.6-acre minimum zone.
Staff Response
The requested Variance would not authorize a use not otherwise allowed in the Placer County
General Plan or the Ophir General Plan. However, the proposed Variance would not comply with
General Plan and Ophir General Plan goals and policies relating to agricultural uses and
agricultural structures. Numerous General Plan policies encourage continued and, where
possible, increased agricultural activities on lands suited to agricultural uses. General Plan Land
Use Policy 1.O.4 requires that new rural and suburban development be designed to preserve
and maintain the rural character and quality of the County
Ophir General Plan Land Use Goal 4 encourages continued and where possible increased
agricultural activities on lands conducive to agricultural uses. The adoption of the Plan by the
Board of Supervisors established the goals and policies that provide the guidelines within which
decisions by both the public and private sector are made. Development is required to be
consistent with these goals and policies. In the Plan’s Implementation Section, tools used to
implement these goals include “zoning and subdivision ordinances, building and health codes,
and capital improvement plans” (Ophir General Plan page 51). Since the arena structure does
not comply with the Farm zone’s height restrictions, the Variance would not be consistent with
Ophir General Plan goals, policies and corresponding implementation measures.
The property owner has chosen to undertake a project that exceeds County regulations without
any meaningful justification. Approval of the Variance request would substantially impair the
intent, purpose or integrity of the Placer County General Plan and Ophir General Plan.
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f.

The Variance is the minimum departure from the requirements of this ordinance
necessary to grant relief to the applicant, consistent with ‘a’ and ‘b’ above.
Appellant Statement
No significant adverse impacts would result from the arena cover and granting the variance.
Staff Response
The maximum building height allowed in the Farm zone district is 36 feet and the appellant
decided to build an unpermitted arena cover that exceeds the maximum height provision. The
appellant would be eligible to apply for an Administrative Approval to construct a 39-feet 6-inch
tall arena, and taking that into consideration, the Zoning Administrator still determined that the
appellant’s requested Variance of 4’8” (over the 39-feet 6-inch that administratively could be
approved) was not the minimum departure from the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance
necessary to grant relief to the appellant.

Staff has determined that the required findings may be made for criteria ‘c’ but cannot make the findings
for criteria ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘d’, e, and ‘f.’
CONCLUSION
Compliance with the Zoning Ordinance would not prevent improvement of the property in a manner which
is reasonable, customary and consistent with other properties in the area including the ability to construct
a lighted horse arena up to 36 feet in height. Staff recognizes the desire of the appellant to retain the
arena structure as constructed. The strict application of the maximum height requirement will not allow
the owner to retain the arena as it exists and is preferred by the appellant, but it would allow an ag
structure 36-feet in height. If the Variance is denied, the appellant would have to replace the existing
arena or redesign/modify the structure to reduce the height to 36 feet.
The problem now being faced and the need for the requested Variance is not created by the Zoning
regulations and arises from an action of the property owner. The expense incurred in replacing or
modifying the improvement is a “self-created” hardship– the hardship results from the action of the
appellant, not the property itself, and is not a justification for a variance. An arena height that complies
with Ordinance standards could have been constructed in this location. The property owner did not apply
for a building permit believing such agricultural structures were exempt. The subject property is under
the 10-acre threshold, thus a building permit was to be obtained prior to constructing the arena. If plans
had been submitted for a building permit, the excess height would have been identified at that time
allowing for a modification of the building plan.
Staff’s review of the issues raised in the appeal found that most of the issues raised in the letter of appeal
were raised by the appellant during the Zoning Administrator hearing and were addressed during the
Zoning Administrator’s consideration of the project. The Zoning Administrator determined there were no
special circumstances on the subject property such as location, shape, size, surroundings, or topography
that justified a variance to allow a 44-feet 2-inch foot tall structure. In reviewing the materials presented
in the Variance application, the physical attributes of the project site, public testimony heard at the Zoning
Administrator hearing, correspondence received prior to the hearing, the Zoning Administrator
determined that the findings required to grant a variance could not be made and denied the requested
height Variance..
RECOMMENDATION
The Development Review Committee recommends that the Planning Commission uphold the decision of
the Zoning Administrator to deny the Variance request and order conformance or removal of the
nonconforming structures, subject to any applicable permits, within 180 days of this decision, subject to
the findings below.
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FINDINGS
CEQA
Denial of the variance is statutorily exempt from environmental review pursuant to provisions of Section
15270 of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 18.36.010 (G) of the Placer
County Environmental Review Ordinance (Projects which are disapproved).
VARIANCE
A. There are no special circumstances applicable to the subject property or the uses contained onsite
that would deprive the property of privileges enjoyed by other property in the vicinity and under
identical zoning, in that the development challenges presented by the appellant are not unique to the
subject property but are present throughout the Ophir area. The conditions on the subject property
are indistinguishable from neighboring properties that have height-conforming ag structures. The
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance do not unreasonably limit the use of the subject property, and do
not deprive the appellant the reasonable use of the subject property including the construction of a
height-conforming horse arena. There have been no changes to the circumstances between the
Variance denial date and today that would further justify approval of the project.
B. The Variance, if authorized, would constitute a granting of special privileges inconsistent with the
limitations placed upon other properties in the vicinity and in the same zoning district. There are no
exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the subject site that do not
apply generally to other properties in the vicinity and within the Farm (F) zone. All other properties in
the same Farm district are subject to a 36-foot height limit. Due to the lack of special circumstances
on the property, granting a variance in this case would result in the owner receiving a special privilege
that is inconsistent with the limitation of other properties in the area.
C. The Variance requested would not authorize a use that is not otherwise allowed in the Farm zoning
district. However, it will set a precedent that can be used to validate similar variance requests in the
future.
D. The granting of the Variance would, under the circumstances and conditions applied in the particular
case, adversely affect public health or safety, is materially detrimental to the public welfare, and
injurious to nearby property or improvements, in that it has been shown to adversely impact the quality
of life to residents of nearby properties, is incompatible with the development of the surrounding
properties, and is not in harmony with the intent of the regulations for the Farm zoning district.
E. The Variance, if granted, would not be consistent with the applicable requirements of the Placer
County General Plan and the Ophir General Plan that call for new rural and suburban development
be designed to preserve and maintain the rural character and quality of the County. Implementation
of the Ophir General Plan calls for compliance with the Zoning Ordinance and the Variance, if granted,
would be a departure from the height limits within the Farm zone district.
F. The requested Variance to allow a height of 44-feet 2-inches above grade, where 36-feet is typically
required, is not the minimum departure from the requirements of the Ordinance necessary to grant
relief to the appellant, consistent with Chapter 17.60.100 (D) (Action on a Variance) Placer County
Code.
Respectfully submitted,
_________________________
Bennett Smithhart
Associate Planner
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ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Appeal Submitted August 27, 2020
Attachment B – Supporting Information Submitted September 16, 2020
Attachment C – Zoning Administrator Staff Report
Attachment D – Site Plan
Attachment E – Public Comment Letters
cc:

Steve Pedretti – CDRA Director
E.J. Ivaldi – Planning Director
Clayton Cook – County Counsel
Brad Brewer – Flood Control
Leigh Chavez - Environmental Coordinator
Amber Conboy – Transportation Division
Angel Green – CDRA / Air Quality
Eric Griffin – Engineering and Surveying Division
Huey Nham – Environmental Engineering
Joey Scarbrough – Environmental Health Services
Applicant – Phillips Land Law
Owner – George Matranga
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ATTACHMENT F
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bennett Smithhart
Andrea Dashiell
FW: [EXTERNAL] Matranga Height Variance
Wednesday, August 19, 2020 7:29:52 AM

For the record.

From: staceya@goldcountrymedia.com <staceya@goldcountrymedia.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Bennett Smithhart <BSmithha@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Matranga Height Variance
Good afternoon Bennett,
I am a reporter with the Auburn Journal. We received a call from a citizen concerned about the approval
of the Matranga Variance and advised a hearing would be conducted on Thursday morning. Would you
possibly have any availability tomorrow to chat via phone about the variance?
Thank you!

Stacey Adams
Reporter
Auburn Journal
Gold Country Media
staceya@goldcountrymedia.com
530-852-0221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kris Steward
Andrea Dashiell; Bennett Smithhart
[EXTERNAL] FW: Lisa Bowling 777 equestrian - Matranga - PLN20-00142
Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:12:58 AM

See email below for Matranga Variance
PLN20-00142 Matranga

From: Lisa Bowling <blondebowling@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 3:12 PM
To: tango32@surewest.net
Subject: 777 equestrian
To Whom It May Concern,
As a neighboring family business, we would like to express our opinion on the covered
riding arena at the 777 Equestrian Center on Wise Road, Auburn. It is a beautifully
designed facility and in no way adversely affects our community or our business at
Crater Hill Livestock. It is the property owner’s right to put up a temporary cover over
the arena for the benefit of their riders. The Matranga family is doing everything they
can to make the riding facility a beautiful and enjoyable environment for their riders.
Unfortunately, we have had to deal with nosy neighbors in the past due to updating,
adding and remodeling livestock and barn equipment.
Again, the Matranga’s OWN the property and are keeping with our local agriculture
planning. It would be unfortunate to see the arena cover be augmented or taken down
due to a neighborhood lacking the wants of making the property value go up.  

Sincerely,
Shawn and Lisa Bowling
Crater Hill Livestock
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bud
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] Variance for 7951/7975 Wise Rd. Auburn, Ca
Friday, August 14, 2020 12:13:36 PM

I'm writing to urge you to vote NO on a variance at the above address. Allowing what should,
at best, be a temporary tent type structure to legally become a permanent structure would
set a precedent that will cause irreparable damage to the rural character of our neighborhood
and highly valued Placer County Wine Trail. People do not come to the wine trail to see circus
tents. I wonder if this tent was initially erected with Placer County permits or was it a case of
erect first and then ask the County for permission. Please do not allow this eyesore to
continue to change the landscape that the residents and visitors to our area value and
respect.
Lifelong Crater Hill resident
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bruce Capagli Sr <deepsixsound@gmail.com>
Friday, September 11, 2020 2:45 PM
Sue Colbert
[EXTERNAL] Arena Variance Objection

Dear Ms. Colbert, Senior Board/Commission Clerk, Placer County Planning Services Division,
I am writing in regard to the existing structure (Arena) located at 7951 Wise Rd, Auburn, Ca 95603. Please except this
email as a formal objection to any approval of any variance regarding this Arena. When this project started we were
faced with an array of large area lighting on standards well into the air, this lighting was intrusive to the enjoyment of
our night view due to the light pollution and glare visible from out residence. Subsequently the structure was
constructed and the white tent was installed. We were taken back as we questioned how this was passed by the
planning commission as its design was not compatible with the relaxed, rural atmosphere of this area of Auburn. Now to
find out it was constructed without the proper permit and does not conform to the applicable Standards of Design and
Building Codes restricting height, etc. I feel that this is a case of I’m going to just do what I want and ask for forgiveness if
I get caught. As this party did not adhere to the existing laws regarding construction projects they should be directed to
redesign and modify the structure to conform to current standards of height and design to reflect the area. Not a blaring
white tent and bright lights.
I have attached a current photo from my back yard to show the structure from my perspective, it is very obtuse when lit
up at night.
Sincerely,
Bruce Capagli
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J. V. Ranch Livestock
David & Tara Chaddock
7647 Wise Road
Auburn, CA 95603
(916) 799-7653 or (916) 580-5113
sold2ya@pacbell.net
tarachaddock@yahoo.com
June 4, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
I write this letter today to publicly come out in favor of the 777 Equestrian Center, owned by Gary
and Kelly Matranga and their covered riding arena. As one of the oldest remaining operating ranches
within Placer County, we are pleased to see the property used for an agricultural purpose.
The previous owner had installed outdoor riding arena lights which were hazardous to drivers along
the stretch of Wise Road between Krag Lane and Country Lane and beyond, as they were so bright it
blinded you severely during night driving. Since the erection of Mr. Matranga’s covered riding arena
all you now see is a soft glow of the light under the covered arena at night. Previously when the
lights were on at night the light from the outdoor arena was extremely obtrusive and could be seen at
our house a half a mile away.
Some in our community have come out opposed to the covered arena, but as an agriculture business,
we feel the impact of the arena cover benefits the community and the deep roots of agriculture. With
the development of the 777 Equestrian Center, the value to the community increases as many people
in the industry have a strong desire to live where facilities like these are available to them. Along
with wanting to live in the area, many tourists will be brought to the area to experience riding in such
an arena, bringing more value to the community and other types of local businesses as the 777
Equestrian Center is situated along a branch of Placer Counties Wine Trail.
Sincerely,

David D. Chaddock
Owner/Manager
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave <thermal642@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, September 22, 2020 6:18 PM
Sue Colbert
[EXTERNAL] White Circus 🎪 Tent

Dear Sue , As a high paying property tax owner off of ChileHill, I’m dumbfounded on how this county
allowed these owners to erect a hideous structure without public input and review. If I owned my
property close to it and had to look at that thing everyday I would be in court against the owners
and the county for bringing down my property value. What happened to following the proper
process to make sure that these things don’t affect the neighbors. Looks to me like the county looked
the other way because of deep pocket money. I’m just saying. Mr. Clement
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Audra Delany
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] 7951/7975 Wise Road Auburn CA APN#031-370-012-000
Friday, August 14, 2020 9:32:45 AM
IMG_0620.JPG

Attention Zoning Board:
I strongly encourage you to vote no on a variance for the property listed above.
The "structure" it relates to is a massive, white plastic tent that glows during the day
when the sun hits it or as it is lit from within at night. It is totally out of place in the
rural agricultural setting where it has been erected. This is an area that prides itself
on remaining rural so there are many barns and outbuildings. The tent is not a barn
or even a building. It is more like a huge white circus tent.
In my understanding, the reason we as a society have codes and regulations is so
that we are all bound to do what's best for the community. In this case, granting a
variance to allow these regulations to be broken would be a travesty. Inappropriate
and obtrusive developments such as this one are the very reason the laws exist. I
urge you to uphold the rules and not allow this obviously temporary monstrosity to
become a permanent blight to the area.
I am happy to speak to anyone with questions, or even to invite you over to our
house where the white tent is framed perfectly from our dining room, living room,
and front porch. We used to see farmland, barns, and the Sutter Buttes in the
distance. Now we look at the huge white plastic tent. I am including a photo of the
"building" from our front porch.
Vote no on the variance. Thank you.
Audra Delany
8295 Crater Hill Road
Newcastle, CA 95658
(916)521-0502
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clive Delany
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] Horse arena at 7951 Wise Road. APN 031-370-012-000
Thursday, August 13, 2020 10:56:27 AM

Dear Zoning Administrator,
I am writing to complain about the white horse arena that has been built at the above address
and to object to the variance that has been requested by the owner Gary Matranga and which
will be discussed by the Zoning Administrator/Parcel Review Committee on Thursday, August
20, 2020.
Our property (8295 Crater Hill road) looks directly down on the horse arena and we have a
clear view of it from our front porch. The view was beautiful of the surrounding hills and
Sierra Buttes but it has been spoilt by this large, bright, ugly structure.
The arena was built without consulting the surrounding neighbors like ourselves or even
informing us of the proposed building. No effort was made to mitigate the impact of the
structure on the views from the neighbors properties. The arena is VERY large, GLARING
white in color and LIGHTS UP at night!
We contacted the owner to voice our complaints and he and his wife came to our house to look
how our view has been spoiled. Even they agreed it is an eyesore and promised to help reduce
the impact by planting trees around the structure in the direction of our property. They
promised a follow up visit to do this but that did not happen.
I urge you to deny the request of the owner for the variance that bypasses the 36 foot
maximum height limit and the Categorical exemption from the California Environmental
Quality act.
In fact I believe you should make the owner either take the structure down completely or
mitigate the impact on all of us who live close to this eyesore by doing some or all of the
following :
1) Reduce the height of the structure (to at least 36' which is the maximum allowed)
2) Changing the color of the structure to something that makes it less glaring. Brown or Green
would be much more suitable.
3) Planting fast growing trees all around the structure to block it from the views of the
neighbors.
4) Putting fire retardant camouflage netting over the structure.
I look forward to hearing your response to my concerns during the review on August 20.
Please send me a link to join the meeting remotely and let me know the timeline of the
meeting.
Thank you.
Regards,
Clive Delany
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email: clive.delany@gmail.com
cell phone : 916 524 8030
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Clive Delany <clive.delany@gmail.com>
Thursday, September 10, 2020 3:13 PM
Sue Colbert
[EXTERNAL] Appeal of denial for Matranga Variance (PLN20-00142) for Horse Arena
horse arena.jpg

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Ms. Colbert,
On August 20th, the Placer county Zoning Administrator denied an application by the owners of a horse arena at 7951
Wise Road to exceed the established 36' maximum height limit for structures located within the Farm zone district.
My understanding is that this decision is being appealed to the planning services division of which you are the Senior
Board/Commission Clerk (If this is not correct please let me know). I am writing today to encourage you to uphold the
decision.
We live 800 yards from the horse arena and have a perfect view of it from our front porch. It is huge, glaringly white and
completely out of place in this rural area. It blocks our view of the rolling hills and Sierra Buttes. (see attached photo)
The owner had no consideration for the surrounding neighbors when he had the arena constructed, without any permits
or public notice.
My daughter was in Ophir 4H horse group and rode at many arenas in this area, but none look like this.
I believe the right thing to do is to uphold the laws that are in place to prevent this kind of thing from happening and
force the owner to apply for a building permit, build a real horse barn that is of a reasonable height and painted a color
that fits in with the landscape where it is.
Please let me know when any meeting concerning this arena is going to take place (I did not receive any notification for
the zoning meeting on 8/20) and if there is anyone else at Placer County I should write to with my concerns (folks on the
Planning Commision perhaps?)
Thanking you in advance,
Clive Delany
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bennett Smithhart
Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:50 AM
Andrea Dashiell
FW: [EXTERNAL] Appeal of denial for Matranga Variance (PLN20-00142) for Horse Arena
horse arena.jpg

From: Clive Delany <clive.delany@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 8:44 AM
To: Beverly Roberts <BRoberts@placer.ca.gov>
Cc: Bennett Smithhart <BSmithha@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Appeal of denial for Matranga Variance (PLN20‐00142) for Horse Arena
Thanks Beverly.
Good morning Bennett, please keep me informed of any developments in this appeal. Especially if there are any
meetings (zoom or otherwise) where the public can submit comments. I do not live within 300' of the arena/tent so last
time I did not receive a notice about the variance meeting.
I am copying my comments for you below.
Thanks
Clive Delany
On August 20th, the Placer county Zoning Administrator denied an application by the owners of a horse arena at 7951
Wise Road to exceed the established 36' maximum height limit for structures located within the Farm zone district.
My understanding is that this decision is being appealed by the owner. I am writing today to encourage you to support
the upholding of the decision.
We live 800 yards from the horse arena and have a perfect view of it from our front porch. It is huge, glaringly white and
completely out of place in this rural area. It blocks our view of the rolling hills and Sierra Buttes. (see attached photo)
The owner had no consideration for the surrounding neighbors when he had the arena constructed, without any permits
or public notice.
All the people who spoke up in support of the arena at the zoning meeting do NOT live in this area and do not have to
look at this huge tent every day. I do not think they would say the same thing if it was next to their property.
My daughter was in Ophir 4H horse group and rode at many arenas in this area, but none look like this.
I believe the right thing to do is to uphold the laws that are in place to prevent this kind of thing from happening and
force the owner to apply for a building permit, build a real horse arena that is of a reasonable height and painted a color
that fits in with the landscape.

On Thu, Sep 10, 2020 at 5:24 PM Beverly Roberts <BRoberts@placer.ca.gov> wrote:
Good afternoon Mr. Delany.
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Thank you for reaching out to Supervisor Holmes and myself in regards to your concerns. By of this e-mail I’m
connecting you to Bennett Smithhart, Associate Planner for this project. He will be able to let you know when
this is going to the Planning Commission and answer any other questions you may have.

Here if you should need any further assistance from me.

Stay well.

Respectfully,

Beverly A. Roberts
District 3 Director for Supervisor Jim Holmes
Placer County Board of Supervisors
175 Fulweiler Avenue
Auburn, Ca 95603
(530) 889-4081 | (530) 308-4125 | broberts@placer.ca.gov

From: Clive Delany <clive.delany@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Jim Holmes <JHolmes@placer.ca.gov>; Beverly Roberts <BRoberts@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Appeal of denial for Matranga Variance (PLN20‐00142) for Horse Arena

Dear Mr. Holmes,
On August 20th, the Placer county Zoning Administrator denied an application by the owners of a horse arena at 7951
Wise Road to exceed the established 36' maximum height limit for structures located within the Farm zone district.

My understanding is that this decision is being appealed by the owner. I am writing today to encourage you to support
the upholding of the decision.
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We live 800 yards from the horse arena and have a perfect view of it from our front porch. It is huge, glaringly white
and completely out of place in this rural area. It blocks our view of the rolling hills and Sierra Buttes. (see attached
photo)

The owner had no consideration for the surrounding neighbors when he had the arena constructed, without any
permits or public notice.

All the people who spoke up in support of the arena at the zoning meeting do NOT live in this area and do not have to
look at this huge tent every day. I do not think they would say the same thing if it was next to their property.

My daughter was in Ophir 4H horse group and rode at many arenas in this area, but none look like this.

I believe the right thing to do is to uphold the laws that are in place to prevent this kind of thing from happening and
force the owner to apply for a building permit, build a real horse arena that is of a reasonable height and painted a
color that fits in with the landscape where it is.

Please let me know when any meeting concerning this arena is going to take place (I did not receive any notification for
the zoning meeting on 8/20) and if there is anyone else at Placer County I should write to with my concerns (folks on
the Planning Commision perhaps?)

Thanking you in advance,

Clive Delany

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and
others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or
taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast Ltd, an innovator
in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated data.
Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here.
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

D M <ophlcreek11@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 15, 2020 12:21 PM
Jim Holmes
Sue Colbert
[EXTERNAL] 7951 Wise Road structure

Representative Holmes,
I am sending this to you regarding the subject matter referrenced above specifically the structure that was erected at
7951 Wise Rd. As a neighbor on Wise Rd. I STRONGLY object to this structure being allowed to stand as is. Over the time
I have lived here I, along with my neighbors, have always followed the guidelines of the county when building, adding or
changing any structures we have on our properties without hesitation. I know several owners in the area have changed
their designs when learning that what they wanted to build was not within the county building codes.
Besides following those codes for the overall enjoyment and country setting of the area the structure is an eye sore with
it's height and nighttime lighting.
Please DO NOT allow this complete disregard for county building codes in both non application for a permit and building
compliance to stay. If this is allowed then what will be next?
Once again I AM STRONGLY against not only the structure that is an eye sore in the area but also the very idea that
someone believes they are above following the correct way and lawful way of property improvements.
Thank for your time.
Dan Mills
9055 Wise Road
Dan Mills

1
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August 18, 2020
Julie Dutra
680 Larson Way
Folsom, CA 95630

To whom it may concern,
This letter was written in response to the variance for the arena cover at 777 Equestrian
Center. I have been riding at 777 Equestrian Center since our move in November of 2019 and
have been riding with trainer, Audrie Kerr, for 8 years. After years of experience with horses and
having been at multiple facilities with and without covered arenas, I can confidently put my full
support into keeping the cover. It is a way to provide year long riding as it prevents exposure to
severe heat, like the heat wave we are experiencing right now, and exposure to heavy rainfall
which without a cover would normally halt all ability to be able to get the horses out for exercise.
Being able to exercise our horses year-round keeps them healthier and safer, along with
keeping the riders and workers at the facility safer.
In regards to the size of the arena, it is necessary for safely training horses in the
hunter/jumper discipline as a smaller arena is not conducive for maintaining the high standard of
safety at this facility. Being forced to struggle to ride in a smaller arena would also prevent
proper preparation for future success at shows or future goals of riding. Along with this facility
having top safety standards, it is impeccably clean and well-kept in order to maintain an
appealing presentation to not only those who use the facility but to the people driving and biking
past. This property is one of the most gorgeous places that I have been to and is by far one of
the most exemplary and impeccably kept properties in the area.
To top off all the positives that this facility and arena cover provide, it’s a huge benefit for
the economy. This facility purchases hay/bedding/grain/etc. from local businesses and hires
locals to help stimulate Auburn business. In a time where the economy is getting hit hard from
the Coronavirus, it’s imperative to provide economic support in any way possible. For many
people who are looking for somewhere to board their horse, having a covered arena is a big
checkpoint that most people seek out. Having this cover draws in more business to the area and
only further supports the growth of Auburn.
I would also like to address the complaint that the arena cover blocks the view for
neighboring residences. As stated in the letter from the Development Review Committee, while
the height of the cover does exceed the limit of 36 feet, “the perception of the height difference
is negligible due to the overall size of the structure.” Adjusting the height of the structure would
not be at any benefit for the neighboring properties and would only be a detriment to the facility
causing a halt in business which in turn would be a blow to the Auburn economy.
Sincerely,
Julie Dutra
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diana Eastman <diana@dianaeastman.com>
Friday, September 11, 2020 10:38 PM
Jim Holmes; Sue Colbert; Beverly Roberts
[EXTERNAL] Arena at 7951 Wise Rd.

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hello,
It was a bit of a shock to drive west from my house on Wise Rd. to see the humungous new arena.
As a fellow equestrian, it is most impressive but do wonder if it is somewhat obtrusive in its county
setting and pity those who live close enough to have a big white balloon in their view.
I understand there is a 36’ height limit and believe this structure would better serve the neighborhood
scaled down to this limit.
Also concerned that the ‘build first and seek forgiveness second’ method should not be condoned.
Thank you,
Diana Eastman

1
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

BONNIE GULZOW <gulzow@aol.com>
Monday, September 14, 2020 1:45 PM
Sue Colbert
[EXTERNAL] Oppose non-compliant arena/tent 7951 Wise Road

Attention Sue Colbert:
I am compelled to express my opposition of the non‐compliant arena/tent that was constructed at 7951 Wise Rd.
It is unjustly devaluing the other properties and homes on our street.
Our building codes have been established for the safety and benefit of our community. It is criminally presumptuous
that a business on our residential street asserts that they are above the law, as though our regulations don’t apply to
them.
The arena/tent that I speak of clearly exceeds the height limit for a structure in our neighborhood. It is an eye‐sore and
It is unjustly devaluing the other properties and homes on our street.
I implore upon your ability to uphold the integrity of our neighborhood by assuring that the business owner of 7951
Wise Rd is held to the same standards as the rest of our community.
If there are any future meetings conducted to address this issue, I request to be notified of the platform/ place and time
so that my concerns can be heard.
Bonnie Gulzow, Ranch Owner, registered voter
(808)214‐0551
7340 Wise Rd
Auburn CA 95603

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bennett Smithhart
Andrea Dashiell
FW: 7951 Wise Road - 031-370-012
Monday, August 10, 2020 2:40:00 PM

For the record.
From: Bennett Smithhart
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 7:37 AM
To: Ken Hancock <khancock@pcwa.net>
Subject: RE: 7951 Wise Road - 031-370-012
Ken,
Can I give you a call today and explain what all is happening out here?
Bennett
From: Ken Hancock <khancock@pcwa.net>
Sent: Friday, August 7, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Bennett Smithhart <BSmithha@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 7951 Wise Road - 031-370-012
Hi Bennett,
I took a call today from Shellie “Shauna” Henson. Shauna lives at 2160 Krag Lane, and she wanted to
talk about her next door neighbor, located at 7951 Wise Road.
She was upset because she’s concerned about her neighbor’s horse arena “tent” that was installed
back in February. Apparently, it’s really large and exceeds Placer County’s height requirements and
may be violating Fire code.
Since you’re in the Planning Department, it seems appropriate to reach out to you. In fact, I think
you may have spoken to Shauna already.
She says that her neighbor, Gary Matranga and family, didn’t get a permit before they erected the
tent in February, and from what Shauna says, they’re scheduled to go to the Planning Commission
(or whatever Placer County body is that grants zoning variances) on August 20th. She only found that
out after speaking with you, I believe?
Long story short, she’s wondering about Fire code violations, and whether she can be put in touch
with the appropriate Fire representative for this particular area – I believe 7951 Wise Road is in
unincorporated Placer County. Could you send me any details on a Fire Department point of contact
that she can reach out to for some sort of inspection procedure to ensure that the tent is indeed up
to Code? Her nervousness about is, for obvious reasons, related to possible fire danger, especially
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during this time of year.
If you have any knowledge of this parcel and the horse arena tent and what the history is, etc., will
you please pass that information along to me? Again, her main concerns are fire safety, the fact that
the neighbor built the tent without a permit, the fact that the neighbor is applying for a variance
after the fact, and finally, wasn’t notified by mail (or otherwise) of the upcoming Planning hearing on
August 20th. From my understanding, if the appropriate notification for the Planning Commission
hearing wasn’t sent out, Shauna can request a postponement of the hearing? Is that correct?
Sorry for the long email, but I wanted to make sure all the facts are out there.
Please get back to me with whatever information you can.
Thanks and have a great weekend!
Ken
Ken Hancock
Real Property Program Manager │ Engineering Division
Placer County Water Agency │ www.pcwa.net
Office: (530) 823-4414│ Mobile: (530) 863-8278
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeromy Henson
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] Complaint
Monday, August 17, 2020 5:33:58 AM

I would like to submit my complaint against the large tent located at:
RE: 7951/ 7975 Wise Road Auburn , CA
APN# 031-370-012-000
My concerns are based on violations from being over the allowed height, fire
concerns, sq footage size of the tent, light pollution etc.
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Development Review Committee
Matranga Height Variance (PLN20-00142)
CEQA Compliance

Regarding the exemption (Class 5 - Minor
Alterations and Land Use Limitations)
●

●

States that the property’s primary use is a
horse boarding and training facility. This
property has not historically been a horse
training facility but instead a horse rescue
facility for the purpose of “Animal Related
Animal Protection and Welfare”. There is
not and never has been an equestrian
center license on this property.
“Increased height is a minor alteration to
the land use limitation” - The additional
height request of 8 feet 2 inches above the
maximum zoning allowance may seem like
a minimal request, however, the size of the
tent structure (20,000 square feet)
amplifies the overall impact to neighboring
properties.

Per the tax records the land use description is a “2
Single Family Residence/Duplex”
Public Notice

Public notice was received by US Postal Service
on Wednesday, August 12th not allowing much
time for the neighboring properties. It needs to be
noted that all the people who put written
complaints should have all been notified of the
hearing. They were expecting notification.

Background/Analysis

The background analysis describes the property
as a pre-existing horse training facility, round pen
Photo prior to February 2020. White fenced area on and driveway. The property has not historically
the left was the original arena and pasture
been a horse training facility (see CEQA
Compliance information above). The round pen
structure was installed after February 14, 2020
and after the 20,000 square foot tent structure.
The background analysis also indicates that in
February 2020 the property owner installed a
100’x200’ “cover”. What was actually installed
was a 20,000 square foot structure with a cover.
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Photo after unpermitted construction began in
February 2020 taken 2/9/2020 structure
Photo taken 2/17/2020

Photo taken on 2/11/2020 cover being placed on
the partially completed structure.

Aerial view of the structure. Note tent sets lower
like in a bowl to surrounding hills 360 degrees
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Unpermitted Round Pen structure built after
installation of the arena structure and cover

Round pen structure was built between the 20,000
square foot tent structure and the original barn. It
can be seen in the photo behind the tent structure
with a white roof.
Lighting - Light Pollution is a by-product of lighting
at night, an unwanted consequence of outdoor
lighting causing either sky glow, light trespass,
and glare. Causing difficulty for wildlife and
neighbors. Neighbor ¼ mi away has to close
curtains from the glare when the lights are on.
This would not have been an issue if the arena
was covered with a solid roof material with the
small apron coming down on the sides. It allows
the lights to be recessed. No glare,no trespass
and no sky glow.
Ca code of regulations chapter 18.120.010
NLPIP lighting answers Placer.ca.gov website

Lighting impacts

The tent sets down in a bowl so the glow is visible
by the surrounding houses from Bald Hill, Crater
Hill,Baxter Grade, Wise Road etc. (may include a
100 + homes impacted all up the hills to the top of
the ridges. See aerial photo above to get the idea
of the homes above the tent.

View near Coefield/Wise Rd. Lane 1.1 miles away
Example of Light Trespass lighting up neighbors
pastures trees across Wise Rd. No outdoor lights or
flash lights were needed to walk in yard or to see in
across Wise Road or pastures across Krag Lane.
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Code Compliance
View from Crater Hill property 1.8 miles from 7975
Wise Road/7951 Wise Road applicant property

Only after complaints from neighboring property
owners and a notice of violation did the property
owner apply for a building permit (BLD20-01455)
and height variance.
Structure Location:  Indicates that the property
owner placed the 20,000 square tent structure
over an existing horse training arena that is part of
the equestrian training complex (including the
unpermitted round pen). The property owner’s
justification for the location of the structure only
takes into consideration the impacts to them, their
unlicensed business and what they consider to be
cost prohibitive.

Viewshed: States that the distance from nearby
residential units include residential structures,
rolling landscape “typical of Ophir Community”.
This structure is not “typical” of the Ophir
Serene landscape and Mountain views blocked by
community that I have lived in for 50 years and it
the tent structure. Note:Height of barn approx 25-26’
is not “negligibly perceptible”.
doesn’t block the views. Average size arena of
16-18’ would be hidden by barn if built .
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View from vehicle on Wise Road

View of partially built tent structure from ¼ mile
away off Wise Road.

Special Circumstances

Only after receiving a Notice of Violation the
property owner submitted a building permit
application. Building Department staff indicated
that the property owner visited their office in
January 2020 to inquire about the building permit
process and did not return to finish the application.
Instead construction began on the 20,000 square
foot structure that does not meet the height
requirements. The property owner states that the
modifications necessary to reduce the height of
the cover and reinstall it would impose an
oppressive cost burden on the owner and would
be prohibitive. If the property owner had followed
the permitting process as outlined by the Planning
Department in January 2020, a structure that does
not meet the building/zoning requirements there
would not be a need for a variance application or
any oppressive cost burdens.
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Variance Request

The owner took some very calculated financial
risks building this tent structure. The Building and
Planning Departments are very helpful. They tell
you what you need to collect and to bring back for
approval they look at set backs, code compliance,
height, lighting etc. The property owner even
states why he chose the prefabricated cover
versus the traditional metal roof. It can definitely
be a pain dealing with hard rock. But it is done all
the time in this area. Miners deal with it all the
time. So why were the plans and specs of the tent
structure not brought in for approval?
Why take that risk if cost is a problem? It was a
calculated risk by the property owner. Especially
after meeting with the department to start the
permit process. His risks are his risk…. Not the
communities to bear and suffer the consequences
of a massive, non compliant structure causing
light pollution.

After the Fact Permit

What was the calculated risk? It could just get
passed with an after the fact permit. Pay for the
permits and some fines and get a variance. Well
that doesn’t sit right especially after the January
2020 meeting for the permit. Placer County’s
website offers easy access to the rules and
regulations. Placer.ca.gov
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A Bit of Scale and Perspective
Grid square= 2.5’ Average Equestrian Jumping
horse 5’-5’6”. Jumping in the tent.

Same scale tent Boeing 737 parked.Height 36-44’,
Wingspan 93’, Length 102’

The most common height in covered arenas is
16’ and 18’ for jumping. Put that combination of
24-26’ existing barn with an 18’ solid covered
roof arena. No light pollution, higher property
values, code compliant. Fits the scale of
structure to property size and barn size. Happy
Code Enforcement happy Residents, travelers! I
would hope happy Owners and happy Riders .

Now this is something the community could
embrace. Nestled between the barn and round
pen. Low, blending in to the landscape and
lighting that doesn’t trespass.
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REMEMBER IT DIDN’T NEED TO BE THIS
WAY…. Good news it can all be rectified and
changed. It is not the neighbors and citizens'
burden. We do not need to get used to this
structure. It is clearly illegal and together we
the citizens who pay the property taxes that pay
for our county departments which in turn pay
for the county employees they are also our
neighbors, family and friends in this community.
We are a community and this CANNOT become
a new PRECEDENT for the future.

The tent structure needs to be removed
immediately. It clearly violates code height
restriction. It doesn’t fit in with the Ophir rolling
rural landscape. It violates Lighting Pollution
Regulations against wildlife and human life. It
should easily be able to be removed in the same
amount of time that it took to be erected which
was 2 weeks. There needs to be stiff fines and
penalties assessed to the greatest extent
allowable. To make sure that it doesn’t drag out
any longer than the 6 months already.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Lewis
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] Tent issue
Wednesday, August 12, 2020 5:36:51 AM

Hello, my name is Ashley Lewis. I am sending this email on the behalf of the tent issue
on 7951 Wise Road. I commute to folsom back and forth and every time I drive by it, you
can’t miss it with the size of it. I believe this should be under review because it can cause a
huge fire hazard. The land already is a huge zone for fire. I have had friends not far from Krag
Lane where a fire has started and has spread to 8 houses where they have lost everything. So
by having them keep the tent up, where it can be easy access for it to start a fire where it
doesn’t follow the fire codes is a hug hazard. Not only that To keep it from not causing fires
you have to spray it down so this is releasing chemicals that ruins neighbors plants, animals,
and not good for the air. I think it ruins the countryside life by having this for there own
commercial use. It should not be allowed. I appreciate taking the time on reading this, and
hope there is some type of change we can do about this.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] 7951/7975 Wise Rd Auburn, Ca APNH 031-370-012-000
Wednesday, August 12, 2020 2:05:59 PM

The huge tent glows and makes it looks even Larger than it is. It lights up our property too much.
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

J T <jayteeehee@hotmail.com>
Saturday, September 19, 2020 9:15 AM
Sue Colbert; Jim Holmes; Beverly Roberts
JT
[EXTERNAL] Arena @ 7951 Wise Road

Hello,
I am writing to let you know that support the removal of the white horse arena tent. The owners should be
following the rules set forth by the county like the rest of us have to do.
I am a Newcastle resident at 1110 Blossom Trail. I can see this tent when I take my dog for a walk. It sticks
out like a sore thumb in our beautiful foothill community.
If you have questions feel free to contact me at 530‐305‐1542 or email me at this address.
Thank you,
Jennifer Tindall

1
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Katie & Reuben Madril

June 16, 2020

2000 Denton Court
Rocklin, CA 95765
(916) 833-7850 or (916) 833-7848
kmadril@sbcglobal.net
rmadril@att.net

To whom it may concern:

I write this letter today to publicly come out in favor of the 777
Equestrian Center, owned by Gary and Kelly Matranga, located at 7951
Wise Road, Auburn CA 95603.

My daughter leases a horse and participates in-group lessons/training
at the 777 Equestrian Center. I understand that there has been some
opposition to the covered riding arena. We fully support the covered
riding arena the span/size of the arena is conducive to the minimum
area needed to train in Hunter/Jumper competition, in which my
daughter competes. The covered area also protects the horses and
riders from weather aliments including rain and extreme heat, this
allows her to train year round.

The property is a clean well-kept training facility that we enjoy
spending time at. We interact with many young riders and families. My
twelve-year-old daughter is thriving in a wonderful sport that she is
gaining life skills including responsibility, dedication and hard work.
Sincerely,
Katie Madril
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer McAlister
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] 7951/7975 Wise Road Auburn CA APN#031-370-012-000
Friday, August 14, 2020 11:53:49 AM

Placer County Zoning Board,
Please vote no on the variance for the property 7951/7975 Wise Road Auburn CA
APN# 031-370-012-000.
The first time I saw the lights from this property I was traveling home on Chili Hill Rd
and thought a resident on Wise Road must be throwing a massive party with a full concert
given the height and amount of lights. This big white "circus tent" the size of a football
field has no place in a rural/agricultural community.
I urge you to uphold the rules and not allow this obviously temporary monstrosity to
become a permanent eyesore in our community.
Vote NO on the variance. Thank you.
Jennifer McAlister
(530) 886-8185
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin McAlister
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] 7951/7975 Wise Road Auburn CA
Friday, August 14, 2020 11:43:34 AM

Placer County Zoning Board,
Please vote no on the variance for the property 7951/7975 Wise Road Auburn CA
APN# 031-370-012-000.
Kevin McAlister
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-----Original Message----From: Danielle McKnight-Jossis <tbjumper@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 9:52 PM
To: tango32@surewest.net
Cc: Audrie Kerr <audriekerr27@gmail.com>; Kristina Vermette
Re: Gary and Kelly Matrenga’s
777 Equestrian Center
Arena Cover Issue
To Whom it May Concern,
I would like to express my support for Gary and Kelly Matrenga’s equestrian facility within the South
Placer agricultural community. Facilities of this caliber are extremely hard to come by with such and
exceptional covered outdoor arena. The arena enclosure with its advanced quality of footing, height
clearance and lighting - are a feature that make my riding experience safer and extends the times I am
able to ride.
After working such long hours as an essential worker at Roseville Kaiser, I look forward to heading out to
this well-rounded, family oriented facility just 15 minutes from my home. 777 Equestrian Center is a
place I look forward to spending time at with my horse, fellow riders (of all ages), and Gary and Kelly.
The Matrenga’s have made every effort to provide an appropriate and safe covered arena, with the
height and span conducive to riding and training in the Hunter/Jumper sport. This arena cover is on par
with any other upper level training or show facility I have ridden at.
It saddens me that neighbors have complained about the covered arena we are all so grateful and
thankful to have access to. The riders and their families have flocked to this facility in South Placer
County, not only because of the welcoming nature of Gary and Kelly, but also for the beautiful facility
that includes green pastures, a clean and open barn, covered round pen, and a safe all-weather covered
arena.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Danielle McKnight-Jossis
667 J Street
Lincoln,Ca 95648
916-628-6781
Tbjumper@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Audra Delany
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] 7951/7975 Wise Road Auburn CA APN#031-370-012-000
Friday, August 14, 2020 8:45:58 AM

To the zoning administrator:
An extremely large and glowing white structure has been erected on a property near my home.
This structure is incongruous to an area that previously seemed simply rural. Now there is a
very bright white behemoth building in the landscape blocking views of the Sacramento
valley, the Sutter Buttes, and the Coast Range beyond.
We and our neighbors are adversely affected by the overreaching behavior of one among us.
Take a drive and see for yourself a perfect example of incongruity.
Please vote no on this variance. Thank you.
-The Millers
8301 Crater Hill Rd.
Newcastle, CA 95658
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Sue Colbert
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bill Moyers <wcmoyers@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 16, 2020 7:58 PM
Sue Colbert
Jim Holmes; Beverly Roberts
[EXTERNAL] Horse Arena

September 16, 2020
Sue Colbert, Senior Board/Commission Clerk
Placer County Planning Services Division
Dear Ms Colbert,
I wish to register my opposition to granting a variance to the 44 feet tall unpermitted white horse arena at 7951 Wise Rd. I have no objection to the
construction of a riding arena on their property but this huge white tent is an
eyesore. An arena built in the style of the existing buildings would be quite
acceptable. All I see from Fawn Hill is a big white tent. It destroys the
country atmosphere we moved here for.
I do not oppose the arena. I just insist that it conform to legal requirements
and blend in with generally accepted esthetics.
Sincerely,
William C Moyers
2400 Fawn Hill Ln
Auburn, CA 95603
(510) 404-1244

1
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Ed & Jaime Nelson
8091 Wise Rd
Auburn, CA 95603
(916) 708-4864
nelsonjaime.2011@gmail.com
June 16, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
We are writing this letter in favor of the 777 Equestrian Center, owned by Gary and Kelly Matranga and
their covered riding arena.
The previous owner had installed outdoor riding arena lights which were hazardous (due to the
brightness) to drivers along the stretch of Wise Road between Krag Lane and Country Lane and beyond.
We live right next door and these lights were a nuisance! These lights would shine directly into our fields
& you could see the lights from a mile away. We felt like we were living in the city.
Since Mr. Matranga covered the riding arena we now see a soft glow at night & during the day it looks
like a white, fluffy cloud. It’s much better than the obtrusive lights we had to endure at night.
We are also pleased that their facility offers employment for the local community. Additionally this
facility allows the people a place to get outside and enjoy a riding experience as too many people are
glued to their smart phones and computers. Their facility gets people outside and moving!
Sincerely,
Ed & Jaime Nelson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Pierson
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] 7951 Wise Road Auburn
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 3:03:01 PM

Hi,
I’m writing to you because I would like to express my concern regarding the great big circus
tent at 7951 Wise Rd.
I’m all for people being able to use their property for how they want but this tent is a bit much.
I live 2 miles away and can see the tent from my deck. There is no reason it needs to be that
big.
We drove past one evening and the lights were so bright on Wise Road and all you could see
what bright lights and dirt in the air from the horses.
I feel bad for the houses around this circus tent. No one would want to buy their property
with that next to it.
Thank you!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Rush
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] 7951 Wise rd
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 3:44:00 PM

Dear sirs,
I am writing this for the concern of the
Equestrian tent at 7951 wise road
My concern is for fire and the height of
The structure and the legality of such
A building
Voicing my concern,
Laura rush
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly Short
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] White tent on Wise Road
Monday, August 17, 2020 10:09:15 AM

To whom this concerns,
I am concerned with the huge white tent on Wise Rd. I don’t live on Wise Rd but have many
friends that do and I drive past all the time. What an eye sore that over
sized white tent is. I have driven by at night as well and the lights are so bright and distracting.
The white tent takes away from the beauty and view of many of the surrounding homes. I am
opposed of the white tent on Wise Rd.
Thank you,
Kim Short
-Thank you,
Kim Short
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8419 Kroeger Court
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
June 12, 2020
Gary and Kelly Matranga
777 Equestrian Center
7951 Wise Road
Auburn, CA 95603
Dear Gary and Kelly,
We are writing this letter because we want you to know- and we want your neighbors and the Planning
Department to know- how very grateful our family is to have found you and 777 Equestrian Center. Your
fastidious care for the horses who board with you, for the quality of your barn and your covered arena,
and for your clients’ needs are the reasons we make the 40 minute drive to Auburn from our home in
Fair Oaks. Sure there are other barns closer to home, but yours is a top notch draw so we make the drive
gladly.
For our daughter, who delights in jumping, your covered arena is ideal. It’s conducive to training in the
hunter/jumper discipline, allowing plenty of room for riders to safely work their horses without running
into one another and for flexibility in setting courses, as well as being protected from the elements. This
also makes it an excellent arena for attracting workshops with well-known experts and riders from out
of the area.
We are sorry to learn that some of your neighbors are unhappy with the height of your covered arena.
Changes that affect our living spaces are hard and not to be taken lightly. It is our hope that the height
of the arena will become less of an issue for your neighbors as they come to know you better and
appreciate what you bring to the community. You see, in finding your facility, we have also found and
patronized other businesses in Auburn, such as Echo Valley Ranch, that we otherwise would not have
utilized because of the distance from our home. We appreciate and value your community.
In closing, we’d just like to reiterate how much we appreciate you and all that you and
777 Equestrian Center have to offer. You are good and caring people and you’ve provided a beautiful
and healthy place for our daughter and others to grow and thrive in their love of horses. Your
community should be proud to have a business of such quality. We fervently hope the concerns around
your covered arena can be resolved.
Sincerely,

Teresa and Randy Simin
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Garry L Smith
Andrea Dashiell
[EXTERNAL] 7951/7975 Wise Road Auburn
Wednesday, August 12, 2020 12:52:38 PM

I would like to file a complaint regarding 7951/7975 Wise Road Tent Structure. I live across
the road and have many concerns. The tent structure is so large that no foothills can be seen
anymore. This was done without permits and defies numerous ordinances. Variance (PLN2000142 addresses some of the infractions this structure has presented. Placer County has not
addressed any concerns that SEVERAL of us have complained about. I am extremely
concerned about the fire danger that this building and several other buildings he has put up
since he acquired this property. A small spark from anything will cause a major fire that would
not be contained to their 9.8 acres. Additionally the amount of traffic for the business they are
running with the "arena" is a concern. The trucks with trailers cram themselves in and would
not be able to get out in a fire situation.
The fact that all of this was all done underhandedly speaks volumes. They knew once it was up
nothing would be done. Maybe a fine no big deal. If this structure remains I would hate to see
what Placer County will be held responsible for. It is your responsibility to make this right and
keep the rest of us safe. It is why we have Variances in place.
Regards,
Jill Smith

Midstate1@Live.com
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June 11, 2020
Casey and Kristina Vermette
1930 Bunting Lane
Lincoln, CA 95648

To Whom It May Concern,

Together we write this letter to publicly voice our desire to support Gary and Kelly
Matranga regarding their covered arena at their 777 Equestrian Center.
Our daughters, ages 13 and 11 both lesson at the 777 Equestrian Center, their home
away from home! They have been riding for around seven years and this is one of the
most beautiful venue’s they have been instructed at. Since Gary and Kelly purchased this
facility, they have worked hard to provide a desirable riding facility for their clients, both
horses and humans!
The cover over the arena is the main reason our trainer chose, and we followed, to lesson
our girls at this equestrian center. Our 13 year old has big goals for her future; training to
hopefully one day join a riding team at an NCAA school. The size of the arena is
conducive to the minimum area needed to train for this goal and for all Hunter/Jumper
competitions. She spends up to 5 days a week at 777 Equestrian Center; riding and
taking care of her horse. The only way to accomplish her goals is by riding as frequently
as she does and the arena being covered is the one thing that allows her to do just that.
She can ride in 100+ degree weather or when it’s raining. Without that cover, her lessons
would get canceled, her progress halted and her horse receive improper riding attention it
needs to stay fit. The cover protects our daughters, our horse and everyone else who rides
there from the elements. We have since recommended 777 Equestrian Center to several
friends as the best place to train and stable a horse due to the awesome amenities this
facility provides! It would be devastating to every rider if something were to happen to
this cover.

Sincerely yours,
Casey and Kristina Vermette
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bennett Smithhart
Andrea Dashiell
FW: 777 Equestrian Center letter / 7975 Wise Road Covered Arena
Thursday, June 25, 2020 2:55:40 PM

For the public record.
From: gphillips phillipslandlaw.com <gphillips@phillipslandlaw.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 11:31 AM
To: Bennett Smithhart <BSmithha@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] FW: 777 Equestrian Center letter / 7975 Wise Road Covered Arena
Bennett
Below is another email in support of the variance for the 777 Equestrian Center. Thanks.
George E. Phillips
Phillips Land Law, Inc.
5301 Montserrat Lane
Loomis, CA 95650
Tel (916)979-4800
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Notice: The information contained in this electronic message (including any attachment) is confidential
and may be privileged and is intended only for the recipient(s) names above. Any distribution or
dissemination of this communication to any person other than the intended recipients is prohibited. If
you receive this message in error, please notify the sender by reply email of your receipt and delete the
original message (including any attachment) from your computer and destroy any printed copies. Thank
you.

From: Nicole Wertz <crosswsporthorses@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 10:01 AM
To: Blue, Kelly <kblue@hearst.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] 7975 Wise Road Covered Arena
Dear Placer County Code Enforcement Agency,
I am writing this letter as a neighbor and fellow Placer County/Auburn equestrian to discuss the County's
sanction against 7975 Wise Road Auburn, CA 95603 owners Gary and Kelly Matranga at their newly reestablished 777 Equestrian Center. It is my understanding that the height of the covered arena structure
exceeds County building code by 6' and that there is a typical 5' leeway on this height restriction.
We do not believe that lowering the arena 1' or 6' will effectively change anything about this structure or
neighborhood views. The arena allows year round use of this facility and promotes outdoor equestrian
activity which is common to the area. It also eliminates bright lights in shorter daylight times of the year. I
feel the County should remove the sanction against this property.
--
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Nicole Wertz
Neighbor on Wise Road
Auburn, CA
(916) 296-1461 cell
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